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ABSTRACT

rhe présent status of experimental measurements of the nucléon structure functions
i» reviewed The results from nearly all deep inelastic experiments are m 140011
mutual agreement. Principles of the analysis of these structure function data in the
framework of QCD .ire described. The specific features of the perturbative QCD
predictions are observed in the data. This provides (|iiantitative tests of the v,ihdit>
"f QCD as well as determinations of the various parton distributions in the v.acleon
•uni some of the most precise measurements of the strong coupling constant o s
The future of this field of experimental physics is sketched.

Introduction

In this presentation. I shall review the present status of the measurement
of rhe nucléon i-rructure functions with emphasis on what they have brou&ht to
imr understanding of quantum ehromodynamics IQCD I. The first part consists
in an overview of the last decade of structure functions measurements from deep
inelastic scattering of lepton beams on fixed targets. The experimental situation
wa>> considerably clarified during the last year. The coincidence in time between this
I'larification and the first collisions at HERA makes this review timely. The second
part is devoted to the QCD analyses of these data and to the various measurements
of the strong coupling constant .»s that they yield. In the third and last part,
a few remarks are made on what will be 1 or could bel the future of this field of
experimental physics.

A few topics related to structure functions are not covered in this presen-
tation. For example, there is no discussion of all the existing different parton dis-
tribution parametrisations: this rather technical subject would deserve a dedicated
presentation. The polarised structure functions [1] as well as HERA [2] and the
very low x regime [3] are also omitted because these subjects are covered by other
speakers at this conference.
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I. Present status of structure function measurements

/ . / . Definition of structure functions

1.1.!. Deep meluntic «:attf.nnij differential cms* ,mettons
The various structure functions of the nucléon are usually measured through

dorp inelastic scattering of leptons ii.r. electrons, muons or nevitrinosi acting as
• •Lemenrary probes on target nucléons. In the Born approximation, deep inelastic
-carrering (DISi is represented, as in figure 1. by the exchange of one boson. This
I)OM)U is a virtual photon in the case of electromagnetic scattering (electron or muon
beamsi. a Z" or a charged U- in the case of weak scattering (neutrino beams i. In
the latter case, /""s correspond to neutral currents - neutrino in. neutrino out - and
U'T"~ or U'-'s ro charged currents - neutrino in. muon (or electron) out.

Lepton in
E —

Lepton out

Target Nucléon

M E = E

Exchanged
Boson
(Q2.v)

Hadron
Fragments

s

Figure 1 Deep inelastic scattering of a lepton on a target nucléon.

The square of the four-momentum of the exchanged boson ( four-momentum
transfer! -Q2 is related to the energy E of the incident lepton. to the energy E' of
the scattered one and to the scattering angle t) through the simple relation Q- =
"Jf E'i 1 -cos 6) valid up to terms of order m^ or mi. If we call u the transferred energy
i energy of the boson in the laboratory frame, equal to E-E') and .W the mass of the
target nucléon, then the two scaling variables £ and y are denned as £ = Q2/'2Mu and
H — vIE . For unpolarised nucléons, there are three independent structure functions
e.g. FJIJT.Q2). iFi(x.Q2) and R(x.Q-). the last one here ( R) corresponding to the ratio
of longitudinally to transversely polarised virtual photon absorption cross sections.
Instead of R the structure functions Fi or Fi are sometimes used (Fi = F 3 - 2iF\ and
R zr FLIFi ). In the one-boson exchange approximation, these structure functions are
related ro the DIS differential cross sections through the following relation

U-AQ- QnE- \~ -J 1 * R(x.Q-)
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for charged lepton scattering, and through a slightly more complicated one

| - .TIJ- . (J J I Ir Mu
•1EE1 - - F3(J.-. Q-) ± i'JEi/ -

MQ- ~ -ITQ-E-[V -' l^Hlx.y-*),

for neutrino scattering, where the ± sign correspond to neutrino ( -1 or antineuf rino

For charged lepton Mattering, the differential cross section is directly propor-
tional to F2 and depends only weakly on R. So. measurements of this cross section
yu'ld primarily measurements of F2 while R can only be estimated with less preci-
sion from measurements of the cross section at the same u.QJ) points for several
different beam energies I E). Usually, one assumes the function R(x.Q2) to be equal
ro M)me parametrisation compatible with existing measurements and with the QCD
prediction isee 2.1.3.) so that F3 can be directly extracted from the measurements
of the differential cross section.

In neutrino scattering, the function F2 can be obtained in much the same
way by using the sum of the differential cross sections of neutrino and antineutrino
scattering i the term proportional to J.-F3 then vanishes I while the difference of these
cro*s sections yield a measurement of xFn.

At present fixed-target energies, the magnitude of the cross sections is of
course much higher in charged lepton scattering, which involves electromagnetic
interactions, than in neutrino scattering which occurs only through weak interac-
tions. That is why it is much easier to gather the high statistics of experimental
DIS events needed for precise measurements of the differential cross sections with
charged leptons than with neutrinos. In particular, all significant structure func-
tions measurements with neutrino beams have been made, up to now. on dense
targets i most of the time iron i. Measurements on "light" targets, hydrogen or deu-
terium, which allow the determination of the structure function of free or quasi-free
nucléons, only comes from experiments using electron or muon beams. On the
other hand, the neutrino cross sections do not have the strong Q- dependence of the
charged lepton cross sections that, due to the photon propagator term, vary like
1 Q*. This strong dependence on a kinematical variable makes the measurements
more sensitive to any uncertainty in the knowledge of the experimental resolution.
So. in general, charged lepton measurements are dominated by systematic uncer-
tainties lit actually tends to become so also for the latest neutrino results I.

1.1. J. Quark-parton model

In the quark-parton model, the variable t is equal to the fraction of the four-
momentum of the nucléon carried by the parton on which the scattering has occured.
The structure functions are then connected to distributions along i of the quark
constituents of the nucléon: H1U) for quarks of flavour /. More precisely. V/UUIJ:

represents the probability of finding a quark of flavour / carrying a fraction of the
four-momentum of the nucléon between x- and i + IIJ . As an example, the structure
function F-; measured in charged lepton scattering on a nucléon .V is connected to
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quark distributions in the following way

when' / is the flavour index I / = 1.2. :}... •=• quark = »../. s.. /. r, is the electrical charge
ut rhe i(uark of flavour / > in units of the electron charge | and >/ represents the dis-
tributions of anti-quarks. For structure functions measured in neutrino scattering,
riic relations are

.rf:)"
vfj-) = 52

/

In this case. F-; is proportional to the sum of all quark distributions which, being
invariant under any flavour permutation, is called the (flavour-) singlet quark dis-

* •"*• Tibufion 7"17IxI . The function J'FJ is. on the contrary, a purely non-singlet quark
distribution equal to the distribution of valence quarks. A non-singlet distribution
i- defined as a linear combination of quark distributions orthogonal to the singlet
quark distribution i/' ' in the 2.V» dimensional space of distributions of the differ-
!•iit flavours I A"; being the number of flavours and the factor 2 taking into account
>eparately quarks and anti-quarks). So. in this space, the non-singlet distributions
form a hyper-plane of dimention '2.Xf — 1 and can always be decomposed into linear
combinat ions of differences of quark distributions i/,(x) - '/jU1) . where for example:
/ j = l 2.3. "J.V, •=» quark = u. u.it.d i . The basic interest of this decomposition of

! structure functions into singlet (SI) and non-singlet (NS) par ts will appear in the
discussion of QCD analyses !section 2.). In this naive quark-parton model, quark
distributions, and consequently structure functions, only depend on x. When strong
interactions beween quarks are taken into account ?.e. in the framework of Q(D.

S*v an additional dependence of the s tructure functions on the energy scale ipropor-
\ tional to Q-< is introduced and "effective" quark distributions q{x.Q-) are defined

, ̂  J.I.I.,.
To end this brief introduction with a few more remarks, one can notice that,

i in charged lepron scattering, the average of F? measured on neutron and proton i.e..
' Ff" - F̂  P\/'2 is almost exactly proportional to the singlet quark distribution (for
details see section 1.3.2.). This average corresponds to the structure function F3

; normalised per nucléon) measured on an isoscalar target, i.e. on a target containing
equal numbers of protons and neutrons. The lightest example of such a target is of
course deuterium. Moreover, as the measurement of F2 on free protons Ffp can be
obtained using hydrogen targets. F2 of neutrons F2*" can be extracted from Fj mea-
sured on deuteron Ff~d (or more generally on any isoscalar nucleus, but the nuclear
effects, which blur the extraction of F2*". are likely to be smallest in deuteron). This
•.rives access to the structure function Fl*" - Ff~" ~ 2(F-'*'' - F^1*) which, like xFf-v.
i> a pure flavour non-singlet. Neutrino scattering nevertheless keeps an advantage
on charged lepton scattering for what concerns flavour discrimination. Indeed, a

•



neutrino can only interact with, for example, û and d quarks while an antineurrino
interacts with « and ./ quarks. And as. due to isospin symmetry, the distribution
• if i ' rcsp. 1I. ' and 1/1 quarks in rhe proton is equal to the distribution of d iresp.
/. •! and i > quarks in rhe neutron, by combining measurements from neutrino and
anrin.'utrino scattering on proton and neutron (or deuteroni one should in principle
'»> abl<" 'o determine the individual distributions tiui. mx|.i/(xi and Ju) .

1.2. Experimental results
The very first experiments of deep inelastic scattering have been performed

with rhe .M)(JcX' electron beam delivered by the Stanford linear accelerator at rhe
IIKI of rhe GO"s. They have led to rhe fundamental discovery of the existence of
a •.ub--.tnicture in the nudeon i.e. the quark-partons [4]. Slightly later, together
with rhe first Fermilab deep inelastic experiment, they led to a second fundamental
discovery: rhe existence of the scaling violations [5]. i.e. the non-zero (^-variation of
structure functions. Since that discovery era. many other fixed target experiments
have been studying deep inelastic with the neutrino and muon beams rhat became
available at Fermilab and at CERN in the 70"s. Almost all these experiments have
by now published their final results and it seems that the second period of rhe
"nolden age" of deep inelastic, the one of general study and global measurements.

i-> over. A third period is now starting that targets three more specific domains:
first, the very low x and high Q- region that is going to be extensively studied at
rhe HERA collider, second, the polarised structure functions and spin physics rhat
are presently investigated at CERN by rhe SMC experiment and at SLAC by the El IJ
and EUS experiments, and third i maybe I ultra-precise measurements over a wide
j- range i from n ill up ro 1.1 rhat can be performed with existing muon or neutrino
beams by new generation experiments which up to now only exist as projects I >ee
-ecfion )'• i. So. it appears timely ro review rhe results obtained up to now.

AU deep inelastic experiments that have produced statistically significant
measurements of rhe structure functions R. F2 and xFi are listed in table 1 in
chronoloaical order of appearance of their final publication. They are arbitrarily
~plit in two parts, one for the results obtained on "light" targets i/,.e. hydrogen
or deuterium i and the other one for the "heavy" targets I all other nuclei i. A few
I'xperiments have produced measurements on both types of targets. In what follows,
we will concentrate on the most significant results, so that we will only mention the
principal oldest results, the statistical and systematic accuracies of which have been
!!ready superseded by the latest ones. In any case, the limited precision of these
early results makes them compatible with all the more recent and more accurate
data even when the latter significantly differ between themselves. Among the large
number of these somewhat obsolete results, we have mentioned in table 1 the ones
from the following collaborations:

• The CHARM experiment ( WA181. which has been using from 197S to 1984 the ( ERN
neutrino beam with a marble rarget (CaCCh) to measure the structure functions
Fi.. I~: and xF-\ G]. This experiment has subsequently been upgraded (CHARM-1Ji
and has been running aimost up to now. but essentially for electroweak tests and
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Table I : High statistics measurements of structure functions
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x < U.14
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I) ô < Q- < -20GeV-'

Prulim.. j - > H Di)S

measurement of *inJ Dw [7].

• The CDHS experiment ( WAl ). which has been usins; the same CERN neutrino beam
• from 1976 up to 1980) with an iron target, to get measurements of F2. xF^ and R
8}. An upgraded version of this experiment. (1DHSVV. has used up to 1984 the <ame
beam in its "wide band" mode in order to get a much more statistically precise
measurement (see below).

• The BFP experiment, which has been using the Fermilab muon beam and an iron
target from 1978 up to 1982 to get measurements of F2 [9].

• The CHIO experiment, completed in 1976. which run at the Fermilab muon beam
and which has been the first high-energy muon experiment to produce results with
light targets [10].

• The BEBC - WA21 and BEBC - W.VJ5 experiments, run at the CERN neutrino beam.
These are the only bubble chamber experiments we quote here because they brought
rhe highest statistics neutrino measurements on light targets, hydrogen and deu-
terium respectively [11.12): total statistics is of course rather low I -JuK events eneh i.



The other results listed in table 1 are more recent and/or more precise ami
we will now discuss and compare rhem in more detail. They come from:

• TUi' KMC experiment, one of rhe main deep inelastic experiment of rhe SO's. which
-rnrred using the « ERN inuon beam in 197S and had many extensions and upgrades,
rht.' rinal one. called the SMC experiment being still running for a study of polarised
structure function*. The EM< ' apparatus [13] is based on a big air-core dipole magnet
located behind a rars>et up ro iim long. Tracks from the particles resulting from a
deep inelastic interaction are recorded with an array of drift and proportional wire
chambers. The original EMC experiment (NA'.'). using beam energies from I-Ji] ro
•_>IH;,-V. has produced measurements of the structure function Fj . both on a heavy
rnn>et < iron I ;14j and on light ones I hydrogen and deuterium I ',15.16] over a rather
wide kinematical range HUJ:S < t < 0 8 . 3GeV- < Q- < 250GeV3). The light raraer
results have been the first high statistics measurements of the proton and deuteron
/•':•. It is ro be noted that rhe EMC data on light targets have recently been re-
analysed by ex-members of rhe EMC collaboration [17].

• The ENK" experiment IVVJS). one of the many extensions of the original EMC
dedicated in part to a low J- measurement of Fj. This measurement [18]. albeit of
limited accuracy, improved on rhe CHIO results and covered the very low r region
< (I iiirj < r < I) 14 I: it is now superseded by the recent and much more precise resulrs
from NMC (see below |.

• The BCDMS experiment iNA4). another important experiment of the last decade,
which has been run in parallel with EMC at the CERN muon beam from 197S up
to 19S3. The apparatus of this experiment [19] was completely different from rhe
one of EMC. It consisted of a long (ôOm) toroid of magnetised iron surroundina,
a rarger up to 40 m long. Particles in the hadronic shower resulting from a deep
inelastic interaction were quickly absorbed in rhe iron and only the scattered niuon
-urviveil. Its trajectory, bent by rhe magnetic field, was recorded with yi) planes of
proportional wire chambers interspersed along the toroid. Due to its high luminosity
this experiment has produced the most precise measurement of F: at high Q- both on
a heavy target i carbon) and on light ones (hydrogen and deuterium). The carbon
result 20] comes from a dedicated high-Q- high-*- measurement lO'Jô < x < u 7"> .
•J-", i;.A'J •: Q: < 'JiiD ( ;<A'2 ) while the light target results [21.22] correspond to a wider
kinematical range IO UT < x < 0 7.r> . TGr-V2 < Q2 < 'JGOGeV").

• The i DHSW experiment (WAl/a), one of the main neutrino experiment to this day.
which has used an upgraded version of the CDHS apparatus and has been run in the
( ERN neutrino beam ( in parallel with CHARM ) from 1982 up to 1984. Its apparatus
[23] consisted in a big iron toroid (JOm long, tm in diameter), interspersed with
^cintillator to act as a calorimeter I ro measure the energy v of the hadronic shower i.
magnetised and equipped with drift chambers to measure the energy of the scattered
muon in charged current interactions. This experiment has used the CERN neutrino
beam in the 'wide band" mode which allows a considerable increase in neutrino
intensity and thus in statistics. The drawback of such a mode is that, on an event
Uy event basis, rhe energy of rhe incident neutrino is less constrained, making; the
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measurements more sensitive to systematics. Compared to the earlier results from
< DHS. the measurements of F-: ;in<l J.-F, from CDHSVV [24I «-over a similar kinematical
range ") t)\~> < x < 0 ijô . i' IGrA J <- (,)-' < 'JOU(ItA'31 but arc much more precise. The
-v-romatic differences, concentrated at low x. that exist between the two results
have been traced back to the use of different assumptions and corrections in the
I'xtraction of the structure functions !concerning mainly the radiative correction:=
bur nUo the srrange sea corections. the total cross section normalisation and the
assumption on H - see actions l.'i.J. and l.S.^A.

• The CCFR experiment, rhe other big neutrino scattering experiment of the last
decide, has been run at the Fermilab neutrino beam from 1979 (at that early rime
ir was rhe C(TRR experiment), until 19S8. Its apparatus ;25l is similar to the
une of ('DHS with an important difference: the calorimetry is spatially separated
from the muon spectrometer i.e.. the big iron target interspersed with scintillator
i.; < .! x 17 7mJ) is non magnetic and is followed by a magnetised iron toroid I :t H in
in diameter. W in long) equipped with drift chambers to measure the energy of
-cittered muons coming out of the target-calorimeter. The first results from this
experiment, published in 19S4 [26]. were based on lower statistics I especially for
iiutineutrinos) but. from 19S3 on. rhe (.'CFR experiment has been able to rnke ad-
vantage of the high intensity high energy (up to ijOOGeV) neutrino beam from the
Fermilab Tevatron. Final results from these high energy CCFR data have appeared
recently [27]. Their accuracy is very impressive and they probably will remain the
most precise neutrino data for quite some time.

• The SLAC experiments. There has been a large number of experiments at the
Stanford linear electron accelerator spanning the time period 1970 to 19So. Iu 1990
has. appeared a coherent global reanalysis of electron scattering data on hydrogen
and deuterium targets from the most important of these experiments, leading r<>
a precise determination of F3 [28]. The main improvements compared to original
publications of the individual experiments are a better determination of R\x Q-)
29j and a more correct treatment of radiative corrections. This allowed rhe F_.
measurements to cover with good precision a wide kinematical domain in Ï I U 07 <
j v. n so) and also in Q2 although the maximum energy of the SLAC electron beam
• -Jl CeV i limited it to - ^5GeV-.

• The NMC experiment INA37). one of the last extensions of the original EMC. that
has been running an upgraded version of the EMC apparatus in the CERN muon beam
from 1936 to 1989 with the goal, among others, to get precise measurements of F..
on hydrogen and deuterium targets down to very low values of x i and an even more
precise measurement of the ratio of the neutron to proton /Vs. F-?/F?,). Compared
to rhe EMC apparatus originally used for the structure function measurements, the
main improvement consisted in the addition of new proportional wire chambers
behind the magnet to help in the pattern recognition and momentum measurement
of rhe scattered muon. Furthermore, measurements on proton and deuteron have
been taken simultaneously by using two pairs of :im long targets I Hn-D5 and D-..-II-.. >
t-xposed alternatively to the beam. The first F-: measurements of NMC have appeared

y
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recently '3O]. The bulk of the data is at low x. the measured x range extending
down ro '1008 'and up ro <) "> but with smaller statistics rhan SLAC or BCDMS data
for J- *> U1J). The Q- range overlaps with both rhe low energy measurements of
NI.AC and rhe high energy ones of EM< /BCDMS. filling the gap rhat exists alonm Q~
berween rhese rwo sprs of measurements for 0 07 < x < 0.3 .

From approximately 19S7 on. it has become more and more widely known
rhar the high statistics Fj data of the two CERN muon experiments. EMC and B( DMS.
were in marginal agreement, ro say rhe least [31]. The first hint of this problem
appeared with rhe results on heavy targets (EMC iron tu. BCDMS carbon I. The x
dependence of F_. was somewhat steeper in the BCDMS data but the significance of
this difference was limited, due ro rhe restricted x range I x > U2751 of the BCDMS
data. Later, with rhe resulrs on lieht targets, extending down to lower J:. the problem
was confirmed and the differences between the two results reached Lô7c at low j-
• j- = ii 07i. The only or her high statistics data on light targets, the ones from SLAC.
although favouring the steeper x dependence of the BCDMS data I see [32] ) could not
unambiguously resolve the discrepancy because they cover an almost completely
disjoined Q- ransie. The CDHSW data on iron were also in better agreement with
R< DMS carbon results rhan wirh EMC iron's under consistent assumptions on R (see
331 i.

This lona branding controversy had cast some doubts on the validity of the
claimed accuracy of these high statistics data but. during the last year, two new high
statistics measurements appeared I from NMC and (.'CFR) that definitively resolved
rhe problem, as we shall see in the next section.

1.3. Comparison of high statistics measurements of F2

1. i.l. Dtjinition of a comparable trA of measurements

As far as rhe decomposition of structure functions in the quark flavour space
1 see I.l.J. i is concerned, the existing F2 measurements can be separated in two main
i-lasses. first, the results obtained with isoscalar targets that correspond to a pure or
almost pure i see next sub-section) singlet structure function and. second, the ones
obtained with hydrogen targets that correspond to a linear combination of a singlet
and a non-singlet part. All the heavy targets used in high statistics deep inelastic
-tudies i i.e. iron and carbon) and half of the light targets (i.e. deuterium) are
• approximately or exactly) isoscalar. So. the isoscalar F2 results are more numerous
and we shall now go through a comparison of those, which are listed below ( in any
case, a comparison of the hydrogen results leads to similar conclusions).
• The EMC F2 result on iron. F('ESIC [14].
• the EMC F2 result on deuterium. F?EMC [16].
• rhe EMC F2 result on deuterium, renanalysed. FPEMcnenn [IT].
• rhe sLAC F2 result on deuterium. F2

D, t4C [28].
• rhe BCDMS F.. result on carbon. F , c ' f l r o u s [20].
• rhe BCDMS F.. result on deuterium. F : ° s r D U , [22!.
• rhe CDHSW F; result on iron. Ff; 0H<ll. [24].



• 'he WK" '': result on deuterium, ffvi/r.- I30!-
• flu» ( c TR F? result on iron, Ff'-, FR '271.
Ail rlit^i' results iexcept /'Pg1,, > correspond ro more rhaa haif a million recorded
di'eji iiit'la.-tir events: we rake rhis as our definition of high *Uitutir..-\ F1 measure-
ment .

1. )'._'. "Mi-un jqtLarp. charge.' and "nuclear rffe.cts" correction*

\~. we have seen in eq. I. rhe structure tuncrion /•"_. measured in neutrino
-I'urrenuy, correspontls ro a pure sinoiet srructure function Fi' = ^-I/^'IJI . From
'•<[. .1. une can derive F? measured in charged lepton scattering on an isosealar farmer
.' • ;werni>c of proron and neutron).

F'.' ' = — J- U -r IL -r <l T d ~ a -r ., - C •*• r - '- [ .1 + H - r - r ) I .1)1

is L •> j
where •/. 'i. ''•••• ^tand for rhe distributions alnns; x. nix). i/(.ti. til J-).... of the quarks of
tin- respective flavours, i At fixed-tarser experiment energies", one can safely neglect
'> and / quark distributions.! AJ rhe simi of rhe distributions of all flavours is rhe
-inaler quark distribution 7-'. one has

So. rhe ratio between isoscalar F; s measured in charged lepton and neutrino scat-
tering; is

1.n. almost constant alona x. but for the small correction proportional to the dif-
ference of rhe distributions of strange and charm sea quarks that is
DIIIV at -mall x.

Strange Sea

1.00

0.90-"

0.4 0.6 0.8
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So. for a consistent comparison of isoscalar F^s. one has. beforehand, either
n> multiply the neutrino results or to divide the charged lepton ones by the ratio
•iiwii in f<\. >. This correction i< often '-ailed "mean square charge correction'". In
v.-har follows, we have arbitrarily chosen to correct the neutrino results to make
Them correspond to the i more numerous i charged lepton ones. The correction ratio
usfiI is displayed in figure 2 as a function of x. It is almost constant, equal ro
•J IS. except at <mail x where the s - ,• term becomes non-negligible. This term i>
nbrained from a parametrisation of the distribution of .strange ' and charmecli -ea
nuarks estimated from neutrino data for - u 1 < x <~ i) 1J and extrapolated to lower r
values. The hatched area indicates the region where uncertainties in this correction
.ire hia.ii i biager than V,"f in absolute I. We have neglected the Q- variation of the
> - •• term, which is anyway predicted by perturbative QCD to be small ( at least at

UO--

1.00

0.90-

0.80-•

Fi^urp .i 'Nuclear effects' 'orrectioii l-^e ir-xtI.

Another correction is needed, for a consistent comparison of isoscalar F>\. to
rake into account the nuclear effects discovered by the EMC experiment [34] I and thus
often generically called the "EMC effect" i. Due. possibly, to the different binding
energies of nucléons inside different nuclei, the x dependence of F1 (per nucléon I
measured on heavy isoscalar nuclei is different from the one of Fi measured on
the lightest isoscalar nucleus i.e. deuterium. Since this discovery (1983). the ratios
FS1F-P have been measured by several deep inelastic experiments (see e.g. [3511.
often with a better precision than the structure functions themselves. The results of
these measurements are in good agreement < but for the original measurement of EMC
which had some problems at low x i and there is. by now. a well established shape for
the x dependence of the ratio of F2 measured e.q. on iron and deuterium. Ff"/F-P .
L p to now. the measurements of such ratios have not showed any significant Q-
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dependence so that, within the present accuracy of F2 data, it is sufficient ro apply
au x ilependent correction to any F-. measurement on a heavy farmer to compare it
ro dcurerium results. So. we have parametrised along x all the available data on the
ratio Ff' FP. got the residt displayed in figure :i. and used this parametrisation ro
.-orrecr F̂  results obtained on iron to compare them to deuterium data. We have
.'ho-en to correct rhe F.. result obtained (Jn carbon (from B(DMSi with the -ame
;>aramerrisation because nuclear effects measurements show only small différences
between FV > FP and Ff-/F-? •

l.-i.i. Consistency of ramctiovs and assumptions in published data

By applying adequately the two x dependent corrections displayed in fig-
ure* "J and :i. one can make all F2 measurements on isoscalar targets correspond
ro measurements on a deuterium target with charged lepton beams i.e.. to F.fD

M> that they can. in principle, be directly compared. \e t . a few more precautions
,ire needed. Indeed, the original published F: measurements, that are derived from
the measured differential cross sections, already contain several corrections and as-
-umprions that may. or may not. be consistent from one result to the other. These
correcrions and assumptions are listed below, starting with the ones that concern
both charged lepton and neutrino results:

• The radiative corrections, that take into account higher orders than the leadins
one i exchange of one boson - see figure 11 in the iepton-quark scattering (in neutrino
scattering, these corrections also include a term due to the IV or Z propagator i. In
rhe case of charged leptons. these radiative corrections have been computed from
two different approaches i [36] and [37]). and the two computed corrections exhibit
differences in some parts of the kinerratic domain (on the level of one to a few
percent s i. These generally small differences [38] have been recently understood 39'
ami rhe radiative corrections are. by now. well established. It has been checked that
rhe differences in the radiative corrections used to get the F2 data we are goino to
compare cannot induce significant differences in these data excepr. maybe, at very
l o w j- i j - < il 0"» i.

• The assumption on the function Rix.Q2). made for the extraction of Fj. In gen-
eral, either Rix.Q2) is assumed to be equal to a parametrisation fitted on Mime
measurements, or it is computed from the x dependence of the singlet quark and
rhe gluon distributions, obtained from the same data (see section 2.1.3). through
the Altarelli-Martinelli relation [40] . In what follows, we shail call RQCD this pQCD
computed R. For consistency in our comparison of different F2 results, one simply
has to check that the values of R used in the extractions of F2 are similar in the
kinematical regions where extracted Fo's are sensitive to R. i.e. at high y (in prac-
tice x <.- D2 and high Q2). This is obviously the case for FPBCDUi . F,D

£UC/(r.,ln

and F.\ g,-D]tl> which have been obtained assuming R = R^cD I Fk BCDMS • obtained
only for x > 0 'J7ô is. anyhow, rather insensitive to R). The three results. FP,L 1(. .
F?,, u, and Ff'-, FR have been derived using a parametrisation of R [29] fitted on all
available measurements i mainly coming from SLAC. *ee figure Io I. It was checked
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that this parametrisation is compatible with RQCD at large Q-. The parametrisa-
rion of R used to derive Ff; DH,u . fitted on CDHSW measurements, is also I roughly i
compatible with RQ,-D at large Q-- The two remaining measurements. F,F

EW,. and
; ''f u have been published asMimina; RsO <o that, for the comparison, we had to
correct rhem to make them correspond to flgco- This correction is easy to compute
for /'P£-u,- which \va> measured using a single beam energy i-1SOOX') but a little
more complicated for Ff *EU, that corresponds to an average of measurements per-
formed at four different beam energies (in that case we have pmployed the method
described in "32] i.

• The ""non-isoscalarity'" correction that has to be applied when the target used
does not have an exactly equal number of protons and neutrons. e..g. for iron targets
where, in average over the iron isotopes. Z — '2b and .Y = 30 . As long as the proton F..
-rructure function is roughly known in the same kinematical domain as the isoscalar
F; measurement I which is indeed the easel, this correction is straightforward. All
rhe heavy target F- measurements involved in this comparison have been adequately
corrected for non-isoscalarity.

1.1.J. Corrections and atsiimption.* .-ipecific to neidn.no data

We shall now list the various corrections and assumptions used specifically
in the F2 extraction from neutrino scattering:

• The "strange sea" correction. The structure function proportional to the sum of
the differential cross sections of neutrino and antineutrino scattering - see section
LL. eq. •_> - is. actually, not exactly equal to the purely singlet structure function
j'7"' . With the simplified notation a and à for the differential cross sections of
neutrinos and antineutrinos. the purely singlet structure function I the one usually
published by neutrino experiments I is F2 = .cq*1 = K {IT + &) + [C {» - r) . where /\ and
/\' are kinematical factors depending on F.. i- and Q-. So. in order to get the purely
-iuglet Fn structure function, a small correction proportional to .•>• - c ( i.e. mostly to
» I. is applied to the cross section measurements. This correction has been applied in
rhe rwo neutrino results we consider in our comparison i.e. FF'CDHSW an<i Ff'-,FR .

• The "charm threshold" correction, usually done according to the "slow rescaling"
prescription [41]. In the quark-parton model, when, for example, a neutrino interact
with a strange quark through a charged current interaction, the outgoing particles
are a n~ and a c quark. As the mass of the c quark, contrary to the ones of
'i. •/ and s quarks, is non-negligible, this type of interaction must have a kind of
energy threshold. The values of F('C,:FR have been corrected with the standard
slow rescaling procedure but published values of Ff'CDHSW are not corrected for the
c production threshold. So. in what follows, we have used specific F2 values from
('DHSW [42], identical to the published ones but for the slow rescaling correction,
applied in the same way as for (.'CFR results.

• The assumption on the values of the neutrino (and antineutrino) total cross sec-
tion energy slopes. In order to normalise the F2 measurements, one has to use
-ome values for the slopes of rhe linear dependence upon the energy of the total
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neutrino and anti-neutrino cross sections. 17,,,/E and <r, ,,E . T. >ually. the values
ni rhi>»e total i-ioss section «lopes \ised in the Fj extraction, come from nionsun1-
::.i'i:r~ from riu> -ame experiment or from an average of nil available total cross
-••i-riou .if terminations. The values of IT,,,/E and &,,,IE assumed in the two ueu-
'riHo /'.- measurements involved in the present comparison are somewhat ditfer-
• •iit. 'iu'v are « T';:i Hr4- in-/G.A' and (J :5:il II)"4'-' irr/CîfV for the 1 DHSVV result- and
" ''.Tn Iu"'-' in- «ir-V and - O :!•")() IU"4- m:/C,rV for the CCFR results. The value of *• ., E
for 1 (TR is iiven here only approximately, because a uon-nesliaible E ilependenci'
• if this value was actually assumed by <'CFR. As these total cross section slopes are.
in -ouïe sense, part of the measurements of the individual experiments, we have
.•ho-en nut to correct the F2 results to make them correspond to the same total
cross -écrions. It is then possible that some differences between the two results
• •an be. at least partly, explained by these different assumptions on the total cross
-ferions ' -ee later u " '• One can remark that the values assumed by < CFR are closer
'1, rhe present world average than the ones assumed by CDHSVV,

i . j . j . Comparison, of rorre.cte.d F2 résulté

After having checked the consistency of all assumptions and corrections used
in the extraction of the isoscalar F2 measurements we are considering, and hav-
iiis. when necessary, corrected the published F2 values, we can now apply the
•"mean square charge" correction (section 1.3.2.. eq. s. figure 2) to neutrino results
' '-r- r^'' DHuv ; m cl f'wvFRi n l l ( l t n e "nuclear effects'" correction (section I.J.J.. tia-
ure .!1 ro heavy target results (i.e. F['EnC • F-ÏBCDMS • ^-f't-DH-nv an<^ f̂•• m ' r"
make them correspond to F',±D. We can then proceed to a consistent and significant
comparison of these results.

In order to avoid too many figures, we have decided to compare each Fj requit.
'•oherently < orrected to correspond to F4±D. to a single reference. For this reference,
we have chosen the result of a aiobal QCD fit performed on the Fj data from sLA('
and B( DMS on hydrogen and deuterium [43]. We consider that this result represents
rhe best knowledge of F2 we had one year ago. before the appearance of the two
measurements from NMC and CCFR. The result of this fit. concerning F\XDn- Q-..
i- represented in figure 4 by a solid line, as a function of Q- for rhe different .i-bins.
together with the data on which it has been fitted i.e. F,D

sLAC and F.PBl[nr< .
The error bars on these data represent total errors i.e.. statistical and systematic
• >nes combined in quadrature but do not include overall normalisation errors which
amount to 2l7c for SLAC and :!7c for BCDMS. The agreement between the fit and the
data of both SLAC and BCDMS is good. In this figure, according to the result of
the fit and as discussed in [43]. the relative normalisation of the two data sets is
shifted by O 49? (O 1 standard deviation) and the BCDMS data correspond to a value
of their main systematic uncertainty L 2 standard deviation off their central value
• tor x < u ôô. at the scale of the figure, both effects are in any case hardly visible..
The r binning is the one of the original data and all .t-bins are represented but the

Fins remark also applies 10 tlie bubble chamber neutrino measurement-,. U ' \ . ' î .nul W \ J 1
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last one i x = n 75 i for B( "DMS and the last two i x = 0.7.V U So ) for SL.\( '. These large
.- bin.- ;ire omitted here for clarity of the figures, and because many results do nor
• •xtend to Mich hia.li x values. When needed, rhe other results that we are going to
••oinpare fo this "SLAC -i- B(DMS reference" will be re-binned along x to correspond
ro rhe -ame binning. Any -ensible re-binning procedure leads to very similar results ••
and identical conclusions. A few results include significant F? measurements down
rn lower x values than rhe lowest one of sLAC and BCDMS data Ix = >i 071. These low
j- results will be compared later ( 1.3.1. i and we shall now go on with the comparison
in rhe r range n 07 < J- < 0 ii"> .

The result F?E1/, is represented in figure ô together with the L̂At ' - H(DMS
reference Ht. Here also, rhe error bars represent total errors but for rhe normalisation
uncertainty which amounts to .V/5. The only correction compared to published data '
i- rhe one rhar makes rhe measurement correspond Xo R= RQ1 D ' instead of R = o I.
in particular there is no global renormalisation of the data. It appears clearly rhar v

rhese KMC data exhibit an x dependent discrepancy with the reference Ht: at large
j- i j- > \i ;sin. F3°El/,- is compatible with rhe reference while for lower x values it i- '
more and more significantly below rhe reference as x decreases. The discrepancy
reaches LV/ at J.- = 0 07 .

In figure ii F.,c
£Ut Rr,m is displayed, still with total errors mot including rhe

normalisation uncertainty of VX ) and compared to the same reference fit. Here, no
corrections to the published data ( assuming R - RQCD ) were needed. Compared to
the previous result F?EV,-. some additional raw data at low Q- have been used in ' '
rhe extraction of F2 and rhe point to point tiuctuations are reduced, especially at
large x. Nevertheless, rhe difference with the reference fit remains : it is slightly
reduced at high Q- low x. but is even enhanced for the additional low Q- data which,
in the first x bin. are almost ".'Otf below rhe reference (at higher x. the situation does
nor i-hange much I. Although it can reduce the overall mismatch, a normalisation
error cannot account for this x dependent discrepancy. The Q- evolution also seems
-omewhat different: Matter at large x and steeper at low x.

The result from EMC on heavy target i.e. F.f'EMC is represented in figure 7 -,rill
wirh rotal errors and compared ro rhe same reference fit. Here, rhe normalisation
uncertainty is VX and. compared to published data, two corrections have been made.
rhe one that makes the measurement correspond to R = RQCD ( instead of R = u ) and
rhe "nuclear effects" correction ( section i.,12.). These data compare to the reference
in. qualitatively, the same way as the other EMC results i.e. at large x ihere. x > 0 4)
rhere is a good agreement but at smaller i the F2 points are significantly below
rhe reference. The magnitude of the difference, however, is smaller than for the
light targets EMC results. The Q2 evolution of the data is similar to the one of the
reference, but for the lowest Q3 points that exhibit a tendency to drop.

Iu figure :*. Ff" DWS(v is displayed with total errors and again compared to the
-ame reference fit. Here, to make this neutrino measurement on iron comparable ' *•-
ro rhe reference, three corrections to rhe published data were needed, the "mean
-quare charge and "nuclear effects" ones i-ection 1.3.2.) and rhe "-,low repealing
>>ne i section l.:i.J,.). If one divides these (1DHSW data in two parts along Q1 in f
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f
.•ach x bin. the high Q- results agree very well with the reference while the low Q-
mea.-urements i typically the first four ro tive points in each x bin I are higher than
'he reference at high x and lower at low x. In this low Q- region, the measurement
• •rror» are liominated by ^ystemarics and are highly point to point correlated -o
that rhe observed differences with the reference tit may actually correspond to only
. - j standard deviations of one of the main systematic error, like the calorimeter
calibration uncertainty. So. faking into account the systematic errors and their cor-
relations, the agreement between F.f; DWslv and the reference is satisfactory. < Were
it not for the recent ((TR results, these different x behaviours at low Q: could be
••iscribed to different higher twist terms - section 2.2.4 - in neutrni and charged
lepron scattering, i

The very high luminosity heavy target rpsult of DCDMS. F.', B,D\i-, • ' s '^V
clayed in figure •> together with the reference fit. Once again, the error bars represent
rotal errors I)Ut for the normalisation uncertainty of.{'/?. The only correction we had
ro apply to the published results was rhe "nuclear effects" one. The data, avail-
able only for J- > o 27Ô and Q1 > 'MCfY-. exhibit a Q- evolution very similar ro rhe
one of rhe reference but are systematically above it. at least for J- ^ Oo . This is
within a - "'A normalisation offset i~ 1 standard deviation I. However, in rhe last
i--bin !x =n ti-'i). the data points lie on top of the reference so that a .Ï/T downward
renormalisation will bring them below it. From the published correlated .systematic
errors [44]. one can find out that this remaining x-dependent difference is compati-
ble with - I 1J standard deviation of the calibration uncertainty of the B(1DMS data
i as in the case of F?BCD\I* «""!'responding to the reference fit). So. within 1 stan-
dard deviation of normalisation uncertainty and 1.2 standard deviation of energy
calibration systeinatics. F.',• fl( DUs- is compatible with the reference fit.

At that point, we have gone through the comparison of the high statistics
i-oscakir /•"_• data available more than one year ago. The situation rhen could be
summarised as follow. Light target data from SLAC and BCDMS are compatible and
well described by a common QCD tit. Data from EMC and BCDMS disagree, rhe
discrepancy being more pronounced for light targets than for heavy rargets. Data
from L̂AC and EMC. however, are not incompatible i common fits of these rwo data
-ets are acceptable). And finally. CDHSW data are in better !although nor very
good i agreement with BCDMS ones. So. rhe situation was not particularly clear
until rhe results from .VMC and C(TR.

f? v , , , : is represented in figure IU together with the reference fit. The NMC
result is split in two data sets, each one corresponding to a given muon beam energy.
1O and JSOGcV. The error bars correspond to total errors but for the normalisation
uncertainties which amount to 1 tjl/f for the 'JOGeV data set and 2.6% for the ".'8UGeV
one. An important feature of the \MC data is that they extend to very low x
,x = iiOO?*) so that only about half of it is represented in figure 10. In the region
of overlap with the reference (007 < c < OoI. these data are in good agreement
with it: this is obvious for the !M)(JeV data while the 280(JPV ones are globally 1 -7/
below rhe fit 11) 'S -tandard deviation of normalisation uncertainty ). A similar slight
!•'normalisation of the .NOĜ V data i& also favored by QCD fits ro rhe VMC data
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'.) Fj measurements on carbon from BCDMS ''omparecl to the reference

tit

alone i-ee £.;].!,.\. The overall agreement is very good: in particular the j- and Q-
dependences of the data perfectly agree with the ones of the reference.

A» can then be expected, the NMC F: data disagree with the EMC results.
Thi> ih particularly interesting in view of the strong similarity of the NMC appara-
m- with the EMC one. One of the main improvements between the NMC and the
i:.MC - WJ apparatus consisted in the addition of proportional wire chambers ro al-
low the reconstruction of the scattered muons down to lower values of J . These new
chambers partly overlap with some of the big drift chambers used up to then for the
scattered muon reconstruction. So. they have allowed to check the efficiency of the
-cattered muon pattern recognition using (only) the drift chambers. Important in-
I'ificiencies were unveiled, strongly correlated with the charged track multiplicities,
themselves functions of the energy v of the hadronic shower. Careful Monte Carlo
studies showed that such a v dependent reconstruction inefficiency was also present,
although much smaller, when using the proportional chambers. As the erfect in the
drift chambers was so important and could not be adequately simulated by Monte
Carlo, the NMC collaboration has used only events reconstructed in the new propor-
tional chambers for their recent publication [30], This explains why the Q- range
i-overed by each single beam energy data set is rather small. In view of the Monre
Carlo >ru<lies. an aditional u dependent correction for reconstruction inefficiencies
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I reachina <;> at rhe hiaiiest i" was applied to rhe F? measurement. This correction
::iainly nffects the low r results. It seems likely that rhe differences between rhe

!•-nits of F.MC - VVJ and BCDMS arose from -uch i> dependent reconstruction
::.erKc:encies that can describe well the x dependent pattern of rhe difference. In
"he KMc analysis, reconstruction inefficiencies were considered ro be independent
nf rhe kinematics, i In any case, the VMC results have resolved rhe long standing
IS( DMS EM» • discrepancy i in favour of B''DMS i.

This ciariricarion of the experimental situation, was -till strengthened by rh<>
reci-nt ( CFR results. The F: measurement from CCFR. Ft'] , rR . i- displayed in
figure 11. once aaaiu with the same reference rit. Contrary ro other /'_• figures in rln-
lepurt. rhe error bars in rhis ria,ure are only .-tatiM.ical becau.-e rhe estimate of rhe
point ro point -ystematic errors is not available yet. I These errors are expected ro
'"• -mall, i Two corrections were needed ro make the CCFR measurement comparable
NI the reference: rhe "mean square charge" and "nuclear effects" ones i-ee -ecrion
1. i.J. and figures 'J and :il. The clata exhibit a global tendency ro be -lightly
higher rhan rhe reference but this is comparible wirh a — 'ÏÂ normalisation offset
which is certainly within rhe normalisation uncertainties of both rhe data and rhe
ieterence tit. Besides that, and in view of the remarkable statistical accuracy of rhe
data, rhe agreement between rhe CCFR result and the reference is really impressive
i rhe extremely xlighr residual x dependent difference around r = 0 \~> can easily be
attributed to imperfect "nuclear effects" correction). In particular, in each x bin.
rhe Q- evolution of Ff] .,.FR is. over a wide range, in striking agreement with rhe
one of rhe reference tit. It is the first time, in the history of structure function
!iiea-urements. rhat completely independent results agree to this IPVPI of accuracy.
As a consequence, rhe CCFR data are in disagreement with the EMC ones. (Jn
"op of that, rhe CCFR collaboration also claims a strong, disagreement with rhe
i nilSW results 271. We think that, although rhe agreement bewteen F?' , rR and
•' h. UH-u >~ I lor completely satisfactory, especially at low r \ -ee also figure M. rhe
ci KR collaborarion overstates rhe iliscrepancy for rwo reasons: firsr. they compare
'iofh dara -ers without any -ystematic errors i those are important, at least for rhe
i DHsW result i and second, they do nor apply rhe "slow repealing" correction to rhe
published i DHsW data lor remove this correction from rheir datai, rhus enhancing
rhe différence ar low j- and low Q-.

.'. i.O. Conclusion of the comparisons

The experimental situation of structure function measurements, which dur-
ing a few years suffered from the BCDMS/EMC discrepancy, has been definitively
clarified by the recent results from NMC and CCFR. This was shown here for the
i-oscalar F: results, but identical conclusions can be reached with the F2 measure-
ments on hydrogen from SLAC. BCDMS. EMC and NMC. Not only do rhe NMC and
' ( TR results agree with BCDMS and SLAC data but. at least as important, rhe WK '
dara analysis ha.- unveiled a likely explanation for the x dependent bias of the KMC
/". results.

So. there is now a -er of high accuracy structure function nieasuremenr-
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f:iJin M.AC BCDMS. WK' and < CFR in very good agreement. To àlu.-trate this, we
'::avi> plotted in fiaure i'j all isoscalar V-. results from these experiment- correcti d tor
'he -mail offsets in their main systematic- uncertainties i mainly normalisation > that
. iptimise the mutual agreement. These results are:
• .' ' ' . , ,, taken arbitrarily as the normalisation reference.
• ' "•,. ;M/- with -.1 1 .T of normalisation ' —u VZ i and -1 'JrT of calibration.
• i '-'.. u , with -'i 'IIT of normalisation i -1 ">7i i in the 1JMj(IrN data -et.
• /• ' i(, D U , with -1 iiIT of normalisation < -.U)7 i and -1 1Jn- of calibration.
• ' f • /•/? u'ith ••-. 1 1J'T of normalisation i -1J WA i.

The other hiah statistics results are the ones from IiMC a "d CDHSW. While
'he KMC data are in disagreement with this set of consistent results, the ( DH^W
measurement.- may be considered in agreement, althouah marginal, with if. The
difference observed at low Q- between the (1DHSW measurements i figure •> i and the
coherent -ef of data of tiaure I1J can be attributed to <~ 1J s tandard deviations of
'he low i' 11.it. low Q-1 dominant systematic "rror i hadronic calorimeter calibration •
whii-h is. as -tared in .he (DHSW publication, strongly point to point correlated.

! i 7. Co in pan Mm, of low x midt*

As already mentioned, some of the /•'•_. measurements extend to a lower J-
ivgion than displayed in rigures 1 to I1J i x > 0 071. This is the case for the recent
WK results which are the first precise light target F-, measurements ro cover such
a low j- domain HJ OO.s < x < '.', Oo ). These WIC low x data are displayed in figure 1.1
open symbols i. Their error bars correspond to total errors ami for consistency with

tiaure TJ i see above) the 'JS(KIrV' data set i< renormalised by —1 "i'/t. Compared tu
what is shown m figures "J to 7. the original ENK' results included /"_. measurement-
m two more low r bins u- = uu;S and nuôl: as expected in view of the -y-remarie
problem discussed above, these are i much I below the WK' results. They are not
-hown m figure !:). Neither is the dedicated low x measurement of EMC-VA1Jv
I)CCiHiSe ot its lower statistics. In any case, within its large point to point errors
and its normalisation uncertainty i ~'7< ). this measurement is in agreement with ioth
I'MC and WIC iesults. Results from CDHSW and CCFR also include measurement-
in two low x bins, x = DU1Ô and 0.043. These measurements are also displayed in
rigure 1:1 (closed symbols I. after having been re-binned along J: IOOIÔ — o.oiTô and
• 'il'i — 'I Uo) to allow a comparison with the NMC results. Of course these neutrmo

data are corrected for "mean square charge" and "nuclear effects" I ('DHSW data
al-o for "slow rescaling" ) and. still for consistency with figure I1J. CCFR results aie
renormalised by -27t.. In the bin x = D.Uo. the CDHSW results are. within their larger
errors, in agreement with the NMC data while the precise CCFR measurements are
-lightly above I by - .!7c ). At x = 0 017Ô. CDHSW data are clearly orf the WlC results
•more than 10'-? above i while the (1CFR data are only a few percent above. As a
conclusion, and in view of the missing systematic errors on (''.1FR results and of
•he 'iirqe. uncertainties that exist at very low j- in the corrections applied here ro
•..eurrino data M-oncerning mainly the - - . contribution - s(>e riaure 1J - but ai-o
..'.J- Q: i ami the radiative corrections i. one can -ay that, except maybe for the high
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Q- (DHSW data in the lowest x bin. the agreement between NMC data and results
from rhe two neutrino experiments is- satisfactory at low x.

1. i.S. Law j- parton, distribution*

As we have already remarked, before rhe appearance of the NMC results,
an precise li«ht target Fj measurements were available at low r ( r < iJ OT). So. all
the paramerrisations of the parton distributions inside the nucléon were fitted on
higher x data and it is interesting to remark that most of them failed in their low
;• extrapolations. This is illustrated in figure 14. where the NMC F* measurement
on hydrogen is displayed as a function of .r for Q1 - ôGeV2 toghether with two
i-urves corresponding to F? at the same Q- as obtained from two parton distribu-
tion parametrisations published before the NMC results. This uncertainty in the
extrapolation of the parton distributions along r is not surprising because, within
the present framework of perturbative QCD. only the Q- evolution of the parton
distributions can be computed I from an assumed i dependence at a Hjiven value
Q1 = Qn) ard no predictions on the x dependence are possible.

Shortly after the rirst presentations of the NMC results, new parton distri-
burion paramerrisations appeared, that, of course, are in çoorl agreement with the
low T XMC data :45i.
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1.4. Measurements of xF< and R

Measurements of the structure function it\ arc obtained with neutrino -cat •
'••i::iiï. Two high statistics results are now available, from CDHSW and C(TR. Fur
both these results, the order of magnitude of rhe experimental errors is -imilar ro
rhe "in? <*f rhe F-: measurements. 1 The statistical errors at low x arc of course larger
becau-e .-F, i- obtained from a difference of two cross-sections. 1 The systematic
!•rror* for the ((TR ciata are not yet available, however. Tints, a comparison of
Muse two result- cannot be done in a proper way. There exist differences between
rhe rwo results that go beyond the estimated CDHSW systematic errors but. n> for
/' . not much more than a factor two. For example, the Q- evolution of J1F1 ar low
r i- -iiiniricantly steeper in the CDHSW data than in the C(TR ones. More derail
and figures on these JTF;, results will be given in section J. 'J- . when discu^ms ^1''
ijCD analyses of these data.

The structure function R is obtained by comparing the deep inelastic rro-—
-ections measured for the same values of J.- and Q- from incoming particles with
different enemies E icorresponding to different values of y). Because these cnv-s-
-ections depend much less on R than on Fj and because, in addition, the value1»
of R turn out to be small. R is measured with much less precision than / . i^ee
1.1.1.. eqs. 1 and 2). Presently, the most precise measurements at low Q- have
been obtained by the SLAC - EUO experiment [38] and in the reanalysis of all SLAC
experiments that it triggered [29]. At higher Q\ precise results come from (.DHSU'
"24i and from BCDMS [20.21.221. Other determinations were obtained by EMC [14 15'
and CHARM '61. 1 More data are expected soon from the analysis of the C(TR and
WIC «lata. and from an extension of the EUU experiment, run in 1991.1

Most of the published results are shown in figure 1">. taken from 291. The
hiah QJ measurements of R all agree with the QCD prediction discussed in -eetion
J.I. L: in this part of the kinematic domain, the contribution from target mn»
HffW-r.s "56] is small. In :'29). the SLAC measurements have been compared to the (.}< D
prediction, both with and without target mass effects. The stated conclusion is that
rhe sLAC data on R lie systematically above the predictions: this may be explained
by a .substantial dynamical higher twist contribution to R. on top of taraet mas-
t'lfects. This conclusion owes much to the ELlO results, which have a systematic
accuracy rive to ten times better than all other determinations.

In the reanalysis of all SLAC data, it was also concluded that, within error*.
R is the same for the proton and deuteron. Rd -Zf = -0.00110 QiYM*tat. 1 x0 (JOi'i•<«»/ >.
tor x > I) 10 at a typicai Q2 of > GeV-. A recent analysis of the NMC data at lower x
led to the same conclusion with a comparable precision. R* - Rf - 0.U31 ±0.UH5(«f«f. 1 *
11 Ollmust I [72].

2. QCD analyses of structure function data

In this section, we will first discviss the principles of Q< D tits and the un-
deriyinn theory • J.I. 1. then how these fits are done in practice with some technical
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derails • J.J.i. and finally we -hall present and discuss rhe actual Q< D analyses of
'he dara discussed in rhe previous part of rhis review ( J.-V.).

2 . 1 . S t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n s a n d Q < D

J. 1.1. Erithttion t-quationj

A- we have -een in -ection 1.1.. any structure function F,\x,Q-t w = 1 -j .;.
c-iu be ilei-ompo-ed into a linear combination of a singlet and a non—inglet pair.

Ar next ro leading order i N'LOI of perturbative QCD IpQl1D). these -in^lef and non-
-inglet rompouents of the structure function are related to singlet and non--ins;ler
•vtfivrive'" quark distributions . /~ ' I . I \Q JI and 7V"u\Q-') through the following rela-
Mi)Il.--.

Kv ' i i I O I

i l l :

where (/ -rands for rhe distribution of saluons inside the nucléon. /,, and / , , are
"••octricient funcrions" fhar can be computed within pQCD as power series in O,I(,)JI

• rhe "runnins -irong coupling constant, discussed in the next section) and C . < '
and ( " are con-tant ccjetficipnts. We have seen ( 1.1. \ how the quark distributions
/~' and •z '̂1 are related to the individual distributions of the quarks of rhe different
tinvour-. At leading order iLOi. rhe convolution terms proportional to <>..- are ne-
ilecred. -o thar rhe srrucrure function•• are identified to x rimes the effective q\iark
di-rributions.

In the framework of perturbative QCD. one can show rhar rhe Q- evol\iti(iii
• if 'hese quark and sinon distributions is governed by rhe Altarnlh-Pan.n evolution

din Q2

• I O Ï J . Q - )

.1 lu Q-

US)

i l l )

where P % \ P1,.... P,,, are "-plitring functions" that can be computed within pQCD
a- power -series in .is-iQ-'i. So. for a non-singlet structure function, as soon as its
j-depi'iidence is known at any given Q- value i Q1-, I. its QJ evolution is unambiguously
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determined, over the whole Q- range where pQCD is valid, rhrough a single integro-
differential equation ieq. 121. The case of the bugler structure function is -liahrly
iiiuic complicated because its (J- !'volution i» governed, rogerher with the one ot the
uluon distribution, by a sysrem of two coupled integro-differential equations i eqv 1.1
.•mil IJ'. So. in principle, to get the predicted Q- evolution of the singlet structure
tuncTjon ' '.r. fo -olve the system of coupled equations i. one needs to know the ,-
dependence - ;it any given Ql - of both the -ingjet ([iiark ilistribution ./w anil rhe
•iiuoti distribution (/. In practice however, rhe convolution term ( / • Z1,.,, in eq. 1.;
!iecome- usually negligible for i >~n:( so that , at large r. rhe Q- evolution of rhe
-ingiot -tructure funcrion is governed by a single integro-differential equation almo-t
identical to the one governing the iion-singjet evolution. Indeed the two -piirriug
functions PN" and Pn differ only ai very low r ix <~001l. There is. acruaily. ar
XLO. rwo different uon-sin°ler splitting functions P^ and P* s corresponding u>
different rypes of non-^ingler stucture funcrions. but they also only differ ar very

loW I'.

Of ''(nirse. as any quantity perturbatively computed in a renormalisable field
theory, the coefficient functions and the splitting functions depend, at NU). <>n rhe
n-uormali.sarion -ehenie. Moreover, these functions also depend on an other arbi-
trary choice, rhe "factorisation scheme". Indeed, in the derivation of the evolution
• •quarions at NLO. terms of order a., can be taken into account either in rhe co-
efficient functions /, or in the splitting, functions P ( t.g. in eqs. 10 or rj i. So.
an ambiguity appears in the definition of the effective quark distributions linked
ro rhe arbitrary choice of the coetficient functions /,,,. Any choice for one of rhe-e
funcrions I r..<j. /_., i is possible but. once this choice is made, all the other coefficient
functions and all rhe splitting; functions are unambiguously defined (see e.g. '4"V
Of course, rhe differences, in any observable quantity, induced by different choice-
"f ivnormalisarion or factorisation schemes are one order of a-, higher rhan rhe one
of rhe perturbarive computation i here NLOi. So. in rhe limir of infinite number of
terms in rhe perrurbative expansions, any renormalisation or factorisation <cherne
yieid identical observable results. In practice, the renormalisation and factorisarion
-chemes most often used are the so called NÏS ones. The NÎS factorisation -cheine
is a "natural" choice in the partonic view because it corresponds to a definition of
effective quark distributions such that the basic partonic sum rules - as rhe •"mo-
mentum sum rule" (see below) - are conserved for any value of Q-. At present, full
computations of the various splitting and coefficient functions are available at \LO
in rhe MS schemes [48] and the computation of the coefficient functions at NNLO was
recently performed [49].

J.LJ. The "running" coupling constant .»« and XQCD

The evolution of the effective coupling constant of Q( D with the energy -cale
n i- governed by rhe renormalisation a;roup equation | RCE - see r.g, [50] ».;
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where the coefficients f, of the perturbative expansion of the "beta" function de-
pend <m the number .V- of flavour^ active at the energy scale A<. Up to now. we have
implicitly assumed, as is often done, that the mercy -cale n in y^• The con-e-
'[Ufiiccs of this choice will be discussed in the section 2.J.5. devoted to the "eneray
'C-JUe uncertainties'".

At M.O. a -olution of the WiE ieq. loi often used is the following one

I T r 1- l n l i i i Q J / . V -

where, in rhe \ÏS renorinalisatiou scheme.

i, = U - ^ .V. 1, = IU' . ' - —.V; . i ITi

and \ i- an integration coiismin. widely known as the QCD mass scale parameter.
One has to keep in mind, however, that a relation, such as eq. Uj. between A ami
.., depends cm the renormalisation scheme and even, within the same scheme and
ar a liiveu order 'like NLOi. is not unique: different relations at the same order can
differ by higher order terms. Moreover, the variation of n« with the eneray -cale i-
ijf course continuous: as. at each flavour threshold, the number .V» of active flavours
and thus the coefficients *. change, the value of the integratina; constant A has to
be chanced too i see e.g. '51] I. So. when quoting a value of A. one has to specify to
what renormalisation scheme and to how many flavours it corresponds r..g. \^— for
the MS scheme and 4 flavours. For completeness, one should also specify the exact
form of rhe relation between A and <>s that was asssumed (this is rarely donei.

It used to be popular to nive. as a result of some experimental measurement
>>f the ""-frenath of the QCD coupling, a value of \^— instead of a value of .>< at a
!i'.veii i-neray -cale. At present however, in view of the many assumptions entering
in rhe di'tinition of \. rhe Tendency is to stive as a result the value of us- at a well
-peciried eneray -cale j/ i r.q. rhe Z mas.- .\//'. Then. n ( ran be obtained at any
IJ- value from -1-1/*-i • directly throuah the R(JE. possibly changing the coefficients
• at each flavour threshold. As the perturbarive expansion of the beta function is
available up ro NNLO. the precision on the computed Q1 evolution of .ts can be far
iieyond any present experimental accuracy.

l.l.i. The QCD "prediction" for R

As we have mentioned in section 1.1.1.. instead of R one can use the louai-
•uiinal structure function F t. The relation between these two functions is

o, ,,:•, F0 J - t J J | - H-WJJ2Z(J-1IFj(J.Q-) FL{J:.Q-)

and. within pQ<'D. the stucture function Fi is linked to the sinaiet quark distribution
/"' and the «luon distribution (/ through the Altarr.lh-Martindli relation [40].
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where F; := (-'.• j-.f' . '.K. < '. = l for neutrino structure functions and i'\ = v , . ;, V.-
for charaed lepton ones.

This constitutes an absolute prediction of |JQ('D for the ratio R. from rhe x
«li-p.-iulfiice of rhe structure function F_. (easily measuredi and of the aluon di>.fri-
liiuion <- u)brained indirectly from scaling violations at low n . In eq. in. rhe due
contribution is numerically important at low x only.

J. Lj. m D .-um rule..*
Here, we -hall only list rhree of rhe main <ran rules on rhe quark and iiluon

di.-rributions. that can be derived within the parton model and pQCD.
• One of rhe most fundamental sum rules is certainly rhe "momentum" -mn rule
which simply ensures, that rhe four-momentum carried by all the quarks and »luon>
i- fqual ro the one of rhe nucléon.

/ [ X i ^ 1 I x ) - I - X ( M i - ) ) < \ J : = \ ' 'Ji)I

This -.um rule is always valid at LO. where 7-' is denned as proportional ro /•'_"','r.
At NLO. we have seen that the definition of <i"1 depends on the factorisation scheme.
Only the effective quark and gluon distributions i^'(x.Q-) and (Hx.Q-) defined in
the \ÎS factorisation scheme verify the momentum sum rule at any Q2 value.

• Another important sum rule is the Gros». Llewellyn-Sm.ith sum rule [52]. dealing;
with the non-siii2,let structure function xF3 measured in neutrino scattering, which
reflects rhe fact that rhe uumber of valence quarks in the nucléon is :i.

/ r F i I X I — = / 11J11

The .is/T correction rakes into account the definition of rhe effective quark di^tri-
butions in rhe \îs factorisation scheme.
• The last sum rule we shall mention here is the Gotf.fri.fd sum rule [53]. dealina, with
rht> non-sinalet structure function F̂ ' - F?. the différence of F_, measured <;n proton
and on neutron in charged lepton scattering;. This sum rule expresses the fact rhat
there is one more « valence quark than d valence quark in the proton and is only
valid under the assumption that the seas of u and ./ quarks in the proton are equal
' '( = ./1. It is written as

/ (Ft1U)-F?(zl)— = \ I (u,(x)-./,UI + :j(iiUi-./(.r))Vlj: = " i-'-'l
J-] ' ' x .i Jn ^ I :i

where u, and 1/. stand for the distributions of valence n and d quarks.

2.2. Qt D fits in practice

In this section we shall deal with technical items rhat can play an important
rule when analysing, in the framework of Q(D. -trucrure function measurement1-.
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J. J.I. QCD fiti un .structure, function data

Performins: a "'Q('D tit" »n a set of structure function measurements eonsi-;r<.
rir-r. in choosina • -omehow arbitrari ly t m fixed values ot f̂ J- Q"! and (̂ f. within
:•;,' measured Q- rnnt>e and often taken to be equal, and then, in finding through
;iu irerative procedure both

. the value* of the coefficient .-< of three parametrisations .p'l J-I. ./% ̂ ixi and (.'(xi de-
-rrihintf the j- dependence of the effective quark and gluon distributions ywi r Q-. i.
/ ' " . j - Q .'.ml (.'(J.-.g-li. at g J = (/-;. and

- rhe value of i , . .1,1(^71. at Q- = Q\.

that optimise the aareement. over the whole 1 and Q1 domain, between rhe measured
-frucrure functions and the ones that can be computefl from the parametrisation».
j - ' u ' i . ,)s*ii\. (Vix 1 and the value osiQj) usina; equations !• to IV More precisely, one
.ibrains these vomputed" structure functions as follows. First, the Q- evolution
of 'is 1 from .wit/f 11 is derived through the renormalisation group equation [eq. loi.
Then, from H<IQ-1 and the parametrised j - <lependences of the parton distributions at
(>-. rhe <)- evolution of rhese partou distributions is obtained through the evolurion
.•quanons 1 pq<. Vl ro 111 in order to cet two-dimensional parton distrilsutions. Fi-
nally, rhe values of rhe computed structure functions are obtained, at each measured
• J- (̂ -1 point, fnnn n*\Q-) and rhe two-dimensional parton distributions through the
!•quarions '.1 ro 11.

In Mich Q(D tits, rhe 1 dependence of the quark distributions u.e . •p'(j')
and ./^u-I) is mainly constrained by the J: dependence of the measured structure
functions, while n« and rhe r dependence of the a,luon distribution u.c. (/Ixp are
coiisrrained onlii by rhe Q1 evolution of the measurements.

In rhe case of Q(1D tirs ro purely non-sina;let structure functions, the gluon
ili.^tribution plays no role so that the only free parameter havine; an influence on the
n-' évolution is .is. It is actually <o also for singlet structure functions at larae r.
Indeed, we have mentioned in section 2.1.1. that, in the evolution equation of the
~insiler quark distribution ieq. 1:11. the a;luon convolution term becomes nea;lie;ible
for J- >~u;i ,0 rhat the equation a,overnina; the Q: evolution of ./ J ' becomes almost
identical to rh-- o;ie sovernina; the evolution of </-N* (eq. 121. So. through QCD tit-=.
'Le -calinn violations of any structure function at larse J- IX > ~ U : S ) or of a non-
-inaler -,tructure function over rhe whole x range, provide a measurement of r»,-.
while rhe scaline violations of a singlet structure function at small x yield more a
determination of the gluon distribution in the nucléon.

J. J. J. Testing the .ngnificance o/QCD fits

Such QCD tits on structure functions data may appear rather "straightfor-
ward". However, to get a meaningful result I e.g. on a determination of n s ) . many
precautions are in order. In particular, there are no predictions at all from pQCD
on rhe x dependence of the quark distributions: in other terms, eqs. 9 to 15 just link
rhe ĉ -' evolution of structure functions to their x dependences but do not constrain
ar all rhes? x dependences. So. ir is important , when performing QCD tits, ro use
paramerrisations ./*'(J 1. . j^ ' iri 1 and. when needed. (ZIxI 1 as versatile as possible, i.t.
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in practice containing enough free parameters (ultimately, as many as the number
• if J- bins iif the fitted datai, »o that they can reproduce with good precision any
ni.-a.-uied x dependence of structure functions i at any Q- value i. If this condition
i~ tn>r fulfilled, it may happen that, for example, because of the convolution term*
m <jq. in and 11 i in factor of .»,-((J-i). there exists a specific value of .^((Jj) for which
•tie ' ngid* assumed analytical shape of the parametrisations . / ' ' ' ' i Mid •/N " ( -r i corre-
sponds better ro the actual measured x dependence of the data. This --pecific value
of .i,ifj-i will then be favoured in the fit. leading to a biased result ... One can rest
rliat rhe chosen paramerrisations are versatile enough by checking that the result-
of rhe fit are independent of the chosen value of Qt1. as indeed they must be.

In any case, these QCD fits must contain many free parameters i typically
iierween 10 and 30 I. A.- most of these parameters are independent of perturbative
Qi D. it is important to check whether, in the result of a QCD fit on some measured
structure function F. the features most specific to pQCD are in good agreement with
rhe data. These features of course deal with the Q- evolution and there is a simple
way ro quantify rhis Q2 evolution and to compare it to the QCD predictions. Indeed.
:n rhe uon-sinalet evolution equation eq. [2 (or in the singlet one for large x - -ee
above i. the convolution term </Ns«F'Ss (or //''»PN ) is numerically nearly proportional
to ,/'•Nj'i ior <r'ix)>. So. the logarithmic derivative din.//<lln(J-' (y = 7Vs or •/"'') of
the quark distribution and. consequently, the logarithmic derivative <WnF/<\\nQ:

of rhe structure function are nearly proportional to a,i(J-') with an x dependent
proportionality coefficient that depends only slightly on the x dependence of rhe
measured structure function F. In other terms, in each measured J- bin x,. one has.

.!InF(J. .Q-)
*) K I x 1 ) '.'.!I

where the coefficient K\x I is essentially given by pQCD with just a slight depen-
dence on the shape along J- of Fu- Qi). The test of perturbative Q< D then consists
in i-heekins whether a single value of <>^iQ'\) is able to describe all the measured
logarithmic derivatives, over the whole x range for a non-kinglet structure function
• >r at large J; for any other one.

In practice one computes, in each measured x bin. rhe logarithmic derivative
I In /•"••! In^-'. averaged over Q-. for the data as well as for the "computed" -trucniie
function corresponding to the result of the QCD tit. One may restrict, in each x
!•in. the Q1 range over which the average logarithmic derivatives are computed by a
••ut Q- > Q2

mxn to get rid of a kinematical region where non-logarithmic effects (like
higher-twists - see below) which do not obey the Altarelh-Parisi equations may
blur the validity of pQCD. These measured and "predicted" averaged logarithmic-
derivatives may then be compared along x. If a good agreement is observed over
rhe whole 1 range, in the case of a non-singlet structure function, or at least for
r >~ it .1. in the case of any other one. it provides both a proof that the value of
• isi(^f) obtained in the fit is meaningful (the log. derivatives are proportional to a s 1
and a significant test of perturb.itivp QCD (all the log. derivatives eorespond to the
-amo <t. 1. One can remark here that this test, contrary to many other QCD te-ts.
> free of any uncertainty in rhe description of hadronisation.
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For <iii2>r -rrucrure function, the averaged logarithmic derivatives at small
.- are dependent on rhe uluon distribution as vvi>ll a» on • »-•• One ran show rhat.
:.".;iienraiiy. the differences berween the measured derivative at x = i-, and the one
.•.••:p.M-tod from pQ<"D when assuming no glue at all i (Z = Oi are linked to the integral
ni J-(HJ-. from x. to 1. The agreement beween measured and predictecl logarithmic
lirnvnriw at -mail J- proves essentially that the a,luon distribution obrained fhrouah
'Lf rit i- meaningful.

These general considerations on QCD tits are -chematically summarised on
riiure IM. Point- representing a hypothetical measurement of a structure function I
an- displayed in the Iu F >.- \\\Q- plane for different r bins J\. Dashed curves rcpre-
-••iir the "computed" F resulrins from a QCD tit on these data. After Q- cuts, rhat
may not be the -nine in all x bins, the Q- averaged logarithmic derivatives are com-
muted from l)oth rhe measured and computed F values. These average derivatives
are symbolized by -olid straight lines fitted to the measured points or to rhe dashed
r'uves. Their values are plotted along x at the bottom of the figure distinguishing
'•icr.veen rhe rwo rase* of a non--inglet or a singlet structure function F. The mea-
-ured derivatives > points i a°ree with the predicted ones < solid curves i for the value
c if .i, resulting from the fit. To visualize the sensitivity of the measurements to n,.
rh<- derivatives rhat would be predicted for other values of ,*, are indicated with
dashed curves.

J. J. )'. QCD fit.< and the. momentum .mm rule.

When one computes a structure function at a given point ix...Q'i) from -oine
a-Mimed parton distributions through equations ') ro 11. only the values of rhe-e
[iarton distributions for .r > r, are needed. So. a QCD fit on some structure function
mea.-urement for which the lowest x bin is J.-.,,,,, cannot constrain in any way the
iiiirton disrriburions for J- < !•„„„. It is then clear that, when performing a QCD
rit on -tucture function data - containing singlet contributions - for which J-.,..., i>
:ior "very low 'in practice, larger than a few percentsi. it may be "dangerous ro
torn- rhe fitted parton distribution parametrisarions i f ' in and (»'(x> to verify the
::ionientum -uni rule. Indeed, if one does so. one implicitly assumes that rhe j-
•K-haviour of rhese parton distributions between U and ±\,,,n is rhe one extrapolated
from the parametrisations fitted on the data for x > J.-.,,,,, with the a priori chosen
analytical form of these parametrisations. But. the actual behaviour of these quark
and siluon distributions for J; < j . - m j n may be quite different from the assumed simple
analytical ones, especially in view of the divergences that are likely to occur when
.- — 'J. So. the fraction of momentum carried by the partons for x < x,mn may actually
be different {larger or smaller) than the one given by the integral of xqb'(x) + xO(xi
betwen I) and x.,un. If this contribution of the "unseen" region ((J < J: < xmin ) to the
total momentum is non-negligible I i.e.. in practice if xn,,n >~n O-J). it is clear that
imposing rhe momentum niim rule on the fitted paranietrisations may induce a bias
::i rtie result of the fit. Iu principle, one shoidd also worry about the large x "unseen"
:i"i!on J- > r.niJ. as this region generally covers a wider r rana,e rhan rhe low j- one.
In practice, however, rakina: into account rhe fact rhat rhe parton distributions are
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expected to decrease monotonously and regularly ' ronalily as 11 - J V ' at large '••
tin- fraction of the roral momentum carried by the parton distributions for J- > i-...
:- u-iiiiily -mailer and better known than the one corre-ponding ro j- < x..,,.,.

So. if appears "-afer" '<> perform QCD tits on I -malft i - tructure function data
.•orre-pondiug to j - . . , . , , larger than a few percents without imposing the momentum
-urn rule mi rhe pnrton distribution parametris. j ions ro be fitted. In the-e cases,
however, one -hould check a posteriori that the fitted parametrisations are coinpan-
Mc with flu1 momentum -um rule i.e.. rhat the integral of n/~'u-i-j-(Zi J-I berwen j ,
ami 1 i or between j \ . m l and i-...ir i is indeed lower than unity. It -houid even be low
enough to leave room for a realistic non-zero fraction of rhe roral momentum in the
"uncivil" low J- region. In fact, a simple proof that the obtained parametri-arion-
make -ense is ro exhibit ad hoi: extrapolations in the "unseen" regions i J- < /•„,,„ and
j- • J-... tz , rhat verify rhe momentum sum rule.

When the lowest j- bin of fitted I singlet I data is -mall enough, ir becomes
more legitimate to impose rhe momentum sum rule in the fits, and this, in fact,
vields a new constraint on .is. We have seen up to now rhat. in Q(D firs of -ingler
-trucrure function data, the value o f» , is essentially constrained by rhe <)- evolurion
of rhe hiali J- data. At lower r. rhe scaling violations depend, more and more with
decreasing J.-. on a term proportional to the product i>< x HmP11, ieq. 1.11. Ir follows
that rhe low (- scaling violations of the da ta actually yield a measurement of rhe
product us x I,'IJ-I I i.e.. not directly of (J{x) as was previously stated for clarity i. As
rhe singler (mark distribution ./~'(JM is mainly constrained by the i- dependence of
rhe measured i-inglet i -trueture function, it appears that the (/J evolution of rhe
low J- data does actually provide a measurement of us through the momentum -urn
rule. Indeed, if ./w on one hand, and n<CV on the other hand, are known, then rhe
relation I ' J-I./"' - (Zi.IJ- = 1 determines n-..

To -umarize. from a measurement of a singlet structure function over a wide
/• and Q- range, with r.<j. ;-..,,„ < D Ul. one can in principle and schematically get.

1. rhe r dependence of rhe singlet (mark distribution 7 s 'wi. essentially from the r
dependence of the structure function itself, and through relations such as eq. 11.

J .i measurement of the product .i,- x (Vu-) . from ./"'(t-i i point 1 i and rhe measurpfl
-••aling violations at small J.- I J- < ~ O : ! ) . through the evolution ecmations i «-"<£•-. Vl to
i n .

.!• a measurement of as and a test of pQCD. from «/''u-l and the measured -caliug

violations at large x \x >~0 :} ). again through the evolution equations I eqs. I-J to 11 >.

|. another measurement of n, and a determination of the gluon distribution (.'IJ.-I .

from i/ ' ' iri (point D and a- x (Z(J.-| (point 2). thro\igh the momentum -um rule
iei|. -JUi.

J. J.4- Higher Twists

The evolution equations are obtained under the assumption that, during rhe
rime of rhe interaction, rhe quark on which the lepton -catters does not interact
with rhe other partons inside the nucléon ( ""spectator" partons i. It is not possible
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to compute penurbatively. in QCD. the exact correction terms to rhe evolution
'•iiuations induced by the parton-parton interactions. It is known however i ̂ ee e..q.
.14 . that rhese fi>nn?. '-ailed "hiaher twists", vary like power series in [,'Q- and
:>vf rhus expected n> become nealisiibk1 nt "high enouah' Q2 <.r.. above certain Q2

'hiv-hold:- that may depend un *. These thresholds cannot be ([iumtified within
i Qi D but they are usually considered to be between a few and a tew tens of (IH\-':
'•xpiTimcutal results have actually continued these estimates i ~ee J. J. J. I.

Measurements of structure functions with fixed-target experiments often ex-
"I'U'i down to -uch valuer of (J-. It is then wise to take into account the effect of
;n>—ible higher rwist remis in the QCD analyses of these data. In most cases, rlii-»
i- done by applying a low Q- cut on the data, and in studying rhe variarion of rhe
rr-ult.- of Q< 'D tits for différent Q1 cuts. In some cases, however, the effort of rhe tir^t
tenus of rhe hiaher twist series i "twist--)'" ) are explicitly taken into account with
ciifrfirients that are fitted on the data themselves. More precisely, the function that
w tiff I'd to rhe data is.

where Fir obeys rhe pQCD (^--evolution according to rhe Altarelh-Pansi equations
and r'u-i is a parametrisation of the x dependence of the twist--l coefficient that is
tit red ro rhe data i together with i/'"'ix). i p ^ i , G'U1) and <»s). In order not to bias
rlu' result with any a priori chosen analytical form for CU). one may choose to use
une free parameter ( ' for fach measured .r bin. x-,. Of course, this is possible only if
rhe accuracy of rhe data i> high enough and the covered Q- rana;e laro;e enough to
allow ;i Muniricant determination of as many higher twist coefficients as there are r
bin-.

i>\ J. J. 5. Eru-rqi/ unir uncertaintm*

An mentionned in section 2.1.2.. the energy scale of the effective coupling.
CDiintant rhar appears in the evolution equations (in front of the convolution inte-
'irai.- in eq. I-J to m is not well determined. It is related to Q- but may a priori be
auythina like ^- = k-Q2. This induces a "theoretical uncertainty", which is actually
due ro rhe limited number of terms in the perturbative expansion (NLOi of the
-plitfing functions Pit) = R1(O + ,i.-iA,-)P,(() + (where P = Ps" P1,,. . \ and of rhe
coefficient functions f{t). Indeed, the complete perturbative expansion i i.e. with an
infinite number of terms ) does nor depend on such a scale ( i.e. on k ). Another scale
uncertainty arises from the limited number of terms in the factorisation-scheme
dependent relation that connects the measured structure function to rhe effective
par ton distributions leq. 10 ami U).

A way to srudy such uncertainties is to perform, on the same data set. -..-veral
0('D firs for ditferenr values of rhe rwo parameters (•, anil /to entérina, the equations
u-ed in rhe tirs, as indicated below tor the simpler case of a non-singlet evolution.
• The coefficient t is connected ro rhe factorisation scale while <••• is cornier rod ro
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From fhe -pread of fhe resulting values of .>, >at any chosen eueray - c a l f
WiU1Ii <•• and i-- are varied around unity i without degradina too much rhe quality of
rhe tit i. a theoretical scale uncertainty on the n , determination can be e*rimared.

2.2.6. Pn**ible refinement* of QCD Jite

Here, we shall pragmatically go through fhe list of technical items that may
have -orne influence on rhe result of QCD fits I and on their validity i. These items can
be distributed in three classes according to whether they deal with experimental,
phenomeuological or theoretical matters.

On the experimental side, the only important technicality concerns
• ihe -ysremarie errors and their point-to-point correlations. As already mentioned,
uncertainties in structure function measurements are often dominated by systematic
• •rrors. These errors may arise from a number of different sources, but in aeneral
it is possible to estimate a pattern of point-to-point totally correlated errors corre-
sponding to each source. It is then important to take into account in the QCD tits
rhese correlations, or ar leasr rhe ones of rhe dominant systematic errors. Indeed,
rhe widespread procedure which attempts to take into account -ysremarics by u*ina
in 'he tits total errors I i.e. statistical and systematic added in quadrature, assumed
*o be point-to-point uncorrelated I in place of the statistical ones often leads to bi-
ased results. These biases concern not only the errors on the measured parameter*
'like n » i but often also fhe central iuilue* of these parameters.

On rhe phenomenological side, many of the mosr importanr technicalities
have already been discussed. They concern
• rhe versatility of the parton distribution parametrisations i see 2.2.2. ).
• riie hiaher twist terms (see 2.~-4-l-
• the i .-nstraint of the momentum sum rule, imposed or not on the parton distri-
bution* to be fined i this refers to singlet structure functions only - see 2.2.3. >.
• and rhe "Fermi motion" and/or nuclear effects corrections that may be applied
'o heavy target data. In principle, such corrections should not be applied for QCD
tits. One can easily show that, as long as nucléons retain their integrity inside a
nucleus mo "delocalised" partons I. then, whatever their motion in the nucleus, the
measured structure functions of this nucleus still obey the evolution equations [55;.
In fact, the evolution equations to be used should be slightly modified: the upper
boundary of the integrals in eq. 12 to U should be moved from 1 to .1 (.1 being
'he number of nucléons in rhe nucleus|. However, while ir is true that measured
value* of J: can in principle reach A. the measured structure functions are so -i
:or i < I- < .! i-ee r.g. [24]> that the contributions ro rhe integrals from rhis .r
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M'iii.m are negligible. In any rase, we have seen that the predicted Q- evolution of
;i -rrucr.ire function depends only ^lightly on its actual x shape. So. any nuclear
t-rf.v correct ion will hardly modify the j dependence of a structure function enough

i T1, maki' K correspond ro a significantly different Q- evolurion. In practice, nuclear
» frt't'cr corrections are essentially irrelevant for QCD fits.
» ()n the thr.orffirai side finally, -everal rechnical points have also to be con-
L -idered.

• The order of rhe pQ( D computations of the -plitting and coefficient functions used
in thi" tits. One has to realize that, as far as the a, determination is concerned,
re-ulr^ obtained at LO are in principle meaningless because they cnnnor be compared
ro ri'-ulr-i obtained from other processes. Indeed, at LO. neglected terms are of
rhe -aim1 order as the measured ones and are different from one process ro the
orher: in other words, rhe energy scale uncertainties I see 4. J. 5.) are as large a.-
rhe measured quantities. By using computations at NLO (e.q. [48] I. these scale
uncertainties are reduced by one order of magnitude. Given the recent improvement

"*• in rhe experimental ««vuranes. fhey nevertheless remain rhe dominant source of
micerrainty in present .»„• determinations from DIS. So. computations at \'NLO
would indeed be welcome; in view of the present level of experimental errors, such
computations would allow to reduce the present error on the a,- determination by
a factor -'1 in one a,o t!). Recently the impressive computations of the various
coefficient functions at NNLO were published [49]: unfortunately, for a consistent use

• of rhese. rhe very arduous NNLO computations of the splitting, functions are still
missing.
• In rhe ca.se of Q< 'D fits to the structure function F>. one has to check the consistency

I rhar must exist I at leasr at large Q- - see 1.3.3.) between the assumption on the
function R{x.Q:\ made for the extraction of F_> and the QCD prediction. RQCDU'Q2)

• see J.I. L I. that ran be computed from the parton distributions and the value of
• i, resulting from rhe fit. Of course, the most consistent treatment is ro use. at each
-rep of rhe fitting procedure. F2 values corresponding to RQCD computed from the
current parton distributions and a< value.
• The "target mass corrections" 'TMC). These corrections, that take into account

, rhe uoiwero value of the mass of the target nucléon, are analogous to the hisjher
'wi-t effects isee J.2.4-). in particular they vary like power series in 1/Q-. The origin
of these corrections beine; purely kinematical however, they can be computed within
pQCD from the measured structure functions F1 and Fn [56]. unlike higher twists. In
Q(D fits one can either apply Q- cuts on the data, similar to the ones discussed
in the higher twist section, and forget about TMC"s or compute these TMC's and
correct rhe data. In the latter case, one is probably using low Q' data and should
also incorporate higher twist terms: the main effect of the TMC's is then to reduce
rhe magnitude of the fitted higher twist coefficient CIi).
• The way the Q2 evolution of m is computed. For quite some time, the mass scale
parameter A _̂ was the quantity actually fitted in QCD fits, and the Q- evolution of
i, was obtained rhrough a relation of the type of eq. Ki (no flavour thresholds were
considered). Ar present, rhe tendency is to tit directly an o< value at a given energy
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~cale i(^) and to compute the Q- evolution of ns from the R(IE (eq. Ij i. which allow -i
nn easier treatment of the possible flavour thresholds I -̂ ee 2.1.2.1. The effect of thi>
!•••finement in QCD tits is presently negligible however.
• The .-harm threshold in the splitting function P1,,. This -plirrina; funcrion i-
related ro rhe creation of a •/./ pair from a gluon. The mass of the •• quark being
unu-ne»ligible. if induces a threshold effect that will cause the splittinu; function P ,,
N) be different from the one i P1,, i corresponding ro quasi-inassless quarks ! •/ = >(. ./ or
-1. In particular. P-,;. unlike P1,,. should depend on Q-. The expression of P ,,>.r Q-<
h:\T- i)een computed '57'. and it can be adequately used in QCD tits. The etfecr of rlns
r«-finement on rhe results of the fits is usually small but for rhe "luou distribution
;\r -mall x 11 < 0 11.
• The Ir.st possible refinement of QCD fits we shall mention here concerns rhe (J-'
•-volution of the small ••> - •• component of some isoscalar F2 s. It is usually assumed
:n QCD fits rhat the Q1 evolution of isoscalar F2 structure functions is that of a pure
flavour singlet. But we have seen that isoscalar F2 s measured with charged lepton
M-attering contain a small non-singlet component, proportional to ^ — •• i section
I. Ï.J.. eq. Ti. One can specifically take into account in the QCD fits rhe non-Miia'let
<j- evolution of this small contribution to an otherwise essentially singlet ^tincture
function. As could be expecred. the effect of this refinement was proven ro be
negligible [631.

2.3. Results of QCD analyses of structure function data

We shall now go through the results of the Q(1D analyses of the mosr -iu,nifi-
i-ant ^rrucrure function measurements i.e. of the high statistics results discussed in
-••crion Li-

J. i.l. Lt.it of the most significant QCD analyses
These analyses, all performed at NLO unless otherwise stated, correspond ro:

• The QCD fits performed by the BCDMS collaboration on their heavy target result
'"' Bc-DH- ^58I- Here, these high i data (x > 0 27Ô) were first analysed in the non-
-ingiet approximation I i.e. neglecting the gluon distribution influence) and then
'.virh rhe correct kinglet treatment (although the gluon distribution was of course
ill-c-on>rrainedi. A good agreement of the data with the specific predictions of pQCD
was exhibited.
• The QCD fits performed by the BCDMS collaboration on their measurements on
hydrogen F?g,DSIS [59] and on deuterium F?BrDVS [22]. For essentially historical
reasons, high J: subsets of these data \x > 0."2751 were first analysed in the non-
Mnslet approximation, before the analyses of the whole data sets with the full
-indet treatment (+ non-singlet in the case of hydrogen). A QCD analysis of the
purely non-singlet structure function F^-F2" obtained from these light target results
was also published [60]. A good agreement between data and the pQCD predictions
was observed for all results.
• The slobal Q(D fit performed simultaneously on SLAC and BCDMS hydrogen and
deuterium F; data [43]. This analysis, more refined anil more complete than the
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previous four, has demonstrated that rhe Q- evolution of this precise set of data cnn
';..• v.vil described over a '.vide (J- range Hy pQCD with relatively small higher twist
•••lin-. It has. in my view, superseded the BCDMS analyses on their individual light
'nraer results, that we shall consequently no longer discuss.
• The iJCD fits performed by the EMC collaboration on their heavy and light targets
!' lï-Milî- 14.15j. The heavy target result Ff EU, was actually nor in good agreement
-.vith the |.Q< 'D predictions I as pointed out in [58] ) but the analyses of the light targe'
ii'-uits. especially the one of the re-analysed hydrogen data [61]. showed that the
ij- evolution of these data can be satisfactorily described within pQCD. However, in
•.-u".v of the problem affecting the EMC data i see 1.3.5. i and of the relatively large
frror- on the results of these tits. K.IJ. <n(.Uj) = 0 10!) ± OtiWimp i . we -shall no
longer discuss them here.
• The QCD tit performed by the CDHSW collaboration on their measurement of the
purely non-kinglet structure function iF^ [24]. (Global fits of the differential cross
-écrions, including singlet - non-singlet treatments were also performed, but at LO
only, i This analysis does not yield a satisfactory result (an apparently marginal
agreement with the specific QCD predictions I because, in my view, of an important
defect: the correlations of the point-to-point systematic errors were not taken into
account in the fits (but only in subsequent estimates of the uncertainties on the
tit results i. A parallel unpublished analysis performed by a few members of the
( DHSW collaboration [621. that explicitly takes into account the correlations of the
dominant systematic errors, has yielded much more convincing results.
• The preliminary results of QCD fits performed by the NMC collaboration on their
recent light target results [63]. Hydrogen and deuterium results have been simultane-
ously titted with a complete non-singlet - singlet treatment. These data, extending
down to j- = 0 U(I*. allow rhe mosr precise determination of the gluon distribution at
low r.
• The uou-singlet QCD tits performed by the CCFR collaboration on their jfa mea-
surement i only preliminary and partial results on singlet QCD tits performed on Fj
are available up ro now i [27]. The observed scaling violations are in good agreement
wirh rhe |.QCD predictions, much more clearly rhan in the case of CDHSW results.
The accuracy on rhe m determination is boosted by substituting F? for xF^ at large
r.
' Finally, the global QCD fit performed simultaneously on several structure function
data i BCDMS. CDHSW. prelim. NMC. prelim. CCFR.. .) and on results from prompt
photon and Drell-Yan experiments (WATO. ESO3) [45.64]. This global fit is of prime
interest for its detailed results concerning a set of parametrisations of the various
parton distributions. However, as far as QCD tests and the determination of us- are
concerned, this analysis does not incorporate all the refinements we have discussed
in section 2.2. Furthermore, the data used on top of structure function ones ( e.g.
prompt photon results! essentially provide an additional constraint on rhe gluon
distribution at high x. i.e. a confirmation that the glue is small at large x: as a
consequence, they play little role for what concerns QCD tests and »« measurements.
So. about these particular matters, this analysis does not shed more light than the
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analyses of the individual structure function data.

We shall now detail the results of the QCD analyses r agger I with a

J. >'.-'. Global QCD fit ore SLAC-BCDMS hydroqen-di'nteriti™ F. data

] "Lhis analysis [431 has used rhe two highest -ratisrics Fj measurements >m
! • . tree or quasi-free nucléons available at the time i one year aaoi. This allowed a wide
i > • kiuematical domain i 0 07 < x < O.s'i and Oj < Q1 < 1JIiO(^V-' > ro b<> covered. The
' I i-iimputer program userl performs vectorized fully numerical computations of rhe

.•.involution integrals involved in the evolution equations. Ir has been compared ro
other nroa'rams i see e.y. 58] > and extensively checked to give reliable result- .for
many vears and within several collaborations I. The QCD tit was performed on nil
• iara simultaneously with
- full NLU kinglet - non-kinglet treatment:
- correlations of the main systematic errors included in the tit:
- ;is versatile as possible quark distribution paramerrisations .f '(xi and 7Nsi n i»ee

J. J.J. !. i.e. schematically containing, each, as many parameters as rhe number of
~" /• bins i for rhe less constrained gluon distribution parametrisation. two parame-

rers proved ro be enough i: these parametrisations correspond to (}-, = "JO < ;.-\'J :
- inclusion of twist-4 terms without any assumed s dependence. i.e. one fitted

parameter Cu-,i per x bin and target material isee 2,.2.J1.):
- rarget mass corrections i TMC). the only effect of these being to reduce the mag-

nitude of the fitted higher twist coefficients (see 2.2.6.) without modifying rhe
quality of rhe fit (the \- value I;

- no constraint from rhe momentum sum rule imposed, because in rhe covered .••
region partons carry only —i>OVf of the nucléon momentum, i.e.. |',' " j-iy5"' -M.IJ- ^

* I .i W (see >.2..i.\:
- consistent assumptions on RIJC.Q-). taken to be equal to RQ, D ar large Q- :
- inclusion of the charm threshold in the splitting functions i P-,, i and in the Q-

fvolution of ..is. directly computed from the RGE (see 2.2.6. i.
1S*; The main result is rhat rhe data can be very well described over the whole

\ kiiiematical region by this QCD fit. as shown in figure 17. In particular, the mea-
sured £ dependence of rhe scaling violations at large Q- is in good agreement with

Î  rhe specific one predicted by pQCD. as shown in figure IS. This constitutes a sianif-
' icant rest of the validity of pQCD (see 2.2.2.). More specifically, the results can be

summarised as follows.
On the expérimental side, the systematic offsets in the data preferred by rhe

fit are compatible with the published systematic errors. They correspond ro u I
ro U :j standard deviation of realtive normahsation uncertainty between SLAC and
BCDMS data and to 1.2 to 1.4 standard deviation of BCDMS spectrometer calibration
uncertainty. These systematic offsets are also the ones that optimise the agreement
between SLAC and BCDMS measurements, without ant/ theoretical assumptions.

On the phenomenological side, first, the fitted giuon distribution is rather
imprecise. xùli\ = .4( 1 -- //)( 1 - x)" with A = 0.1U ± 0 07 and ;; = j Ô ± 1 •> ( at (Jr, =
•JO i leV-i. Second, the fitted higher twist coefficients, shown in figure lit. exhibit
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a -imilar .r dependence tor hydrogen and deuterium: rhere is a general indication
rhiif rhese remis are smaller in the proton F? than in the deuteron. This tendency
war aerually established by an independent analysis of several F"/F1! data sets [651.
Ar low j- i r < Ii 20 I. rhese higher twist coefficients are strongly correlated with the
nlu«m distribution. In figure I1J. they correspond to the central gluon distribution
• 1 = " tu. n - "i'ii but rhere exists a >hape for this distribution, still compatible
wirh rhe data I.I = (J 4s. i; = T). rhat leads to null values for the fitted higher twist
coefficient-; at r < 0 'JO (in that case, the dashed and solid lines in figure IT become
mdibtinouishable). Finally, as a proof of the compatibility of the data with the
momentum sum rule, it is worth noticing that the fitted singlet quark distribution
corresponds to J0' jri/-"'dj = 0.52±0.0:î so that, combined to J0

1 i-O'ilx - A - 0.40±O.OT . it
leads to a value of the momentum sum of O.'J2±O.O8 which is satisfactory ( see 2.2. V. ).

On the theoretical side finally, results concern the quantitative QCD test cor-
responding to figure IS and the determination of os- (one of the most precise to
rhi?- dayi that this analysis has yielded. Both experimental and theoretical errors
were carefully estimated and the result, given at an energy scale corresponding to
rhe mass of rhe Z" to facilitate comparison with results from other processes, is
vsi \ I | i = 0 113 = 0 005 . where rhe quoted global error corresponds to a total ex-
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perimental error of 0.003 ( statistical + systematic + phenomenological) combined in
quadrature with a theoretical error of 0.004 (dominated by the energy scale unter-
rainties - ^ee J.J.5. i. The >ensitivity of the data iat hie,h x) to the value of <>s i-
iilur-trated in riçure Î  where the solid line correspond to the value ojven above while
rhe two others i dashed) correspond to us-(.V/|) varied by ±0010 . The theoretical
uncertainties, however, are not represented in this figure.

J.-i.:i. Q( D fit on BCDMS carbon F2 data

The Fk B^DMS result is restricted to a large x large Q- region u > 0.JTo.
Q- > jii<;eVJ) but still constitutes one of the most precise F? measurement at large
Q-. The BCDMS collaboration has performed QCD fits on these data [58] with two
different computer programs (yielding the same results), one of them corresponding
ro an earlier version of the program used for the SLAC + BCDMS fit and later also
for the NMC fits. The analysis included
- full NLO non-singlet or singlet treatment, the data [xmin = 0:27')) being almost

insensitive to the gluon distribution:
- correlations of the main systematic errors included in the fit:
- as versatile as possible quark distributions paiametrisations ( see previous sec-

rioni:
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FUure JU Hie logarithmic dr-n\;ui\es d In A / d InQ2 of the BCDMS carbon data

is published !open i-irclesi .nid under the constraint on their main systematic error

proMileil liy the SLAC data I closed circles - see text). The dashed (solid) line

corresponds to the QCD prediction for u5-(.W;f ) = IJ 111 10.113)

- no inclusion of higher twist terms, legitimate because of the high effective Ij1

cuts:
- no target mass corrections, legitimate for the =ame reason:
- "t course, no constraint from the momentum sum rule imposed, because of the

large r.,,,,,:
- Rix Q-> taken to be RQCD-

- inclusion of the charm threshold in the splitting functions (negligible effect I.
The Q2 evolution of the data is well descirbed by pQCD and the main result

of this analysis. A Ĵi = 230 ± B3 MeV . translates into ns(A/|) = 0.111 ± 0 005 . where
the error corresponds to the total experimental errors, dominated by systematic
uncertainties (no theoretical uncertainties were considered).

One may wonder however what would happen to these BCDMS rlata if one
constrains their main systematic uncertainty (spectrometer calibration) in the same
way this error is constrained by the SLAC data for the light target results (see 1.3.5.
and J. 'i.i. ). This question makes sense because the spectrometer calibration error is
likely to be the same for all data recorded in the BCDMS experiment. The answer is
that, under this constraint I corresponding in average to -el :J standard deviation of
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fhe i-nlihration uncertainty I. the agreement of the B(1DMS carbon data with the Q< D
!>r»"ii( rions becomes even better with a central value for A^- shifted to -JiiO MeV . Thi-
i- illustrated in figure -.!U where rhe r dependence of the measured sealing violations i>
compared to pQf'D predictions. When using this constraint ou the main systematic
• •rror of rhe BCDMS data, rhe total systematic error must be reduced accordingly.
nmiihlv from 'iu ro Vj MeV. It follows that the result from rhe B(DMS carbon Fj
'lam. uni ter rhe <-onstraint on their main systematic error provided by light target
iiata. becomes .t.i.Wji = n 11:1 ± 1J(JiM . where the error is experimental only.

J. ; 4. Preliminary QCD fits on NMC light target F2 data

This preliminary Q< D analysis has been performed by rhe NNK ' collaboration
• >n their recent F.. measurements [63], The covered kinematical ranee includes, for
riie rir-it rime, precise measurements in rhe very low t region IU (JO* < s < 0Oo and
•' " ' Q~ i ir*<;»*\ -' 1. making this result well suited for a precise determination of
the aluon distribution. The computer program used is an evolved version of the
nue \wed in rhe SLAC-B(DMS analysis i 2.3.2.). specially improved for a reliable
'refitment of the low x region. The QCD fits were performed simultaneously on
hydrogen and deuterium Fj measurements with
- full NLO singlet -r non--inglet treatment:
- correlations of the main.systematic errors included in the tit. the most important

one being the relative normalisation uncertainty between the data sets corre-
sponding to no and -J>*0(;*-Y beam energy (see 1.3.5.):

- adequately versatile parton distributions parametrisations corresponding to Q: =
7(;eVJ . the gluon distribution containing :i to 4 free parameters:

- hoth no inclusion of higher twist terms or inclusion of twist-4 rerms assumed to
be equal to the ones extracted in rhe QCD analysis of SLAC -r BCDMS data for
I- -> H 'JO (see J..J'.J.. figure IiJl and extrapolated as a constant value 1 -u 04<ii-VJ 1
to lower j- 1 other extrapolations were also tried 1:

- target mass corrections, their effect on the results of the fits being very small:
- '-onstraint from the momentum sum rule imposed I ! 1: here this constraint becomes

much more legitimate 1 see 2.2.3.) because of the narrowness of the "unseen"
low j- region that corresponds ro only a few percents of the nucléon momentum
• J, 'x-t.;J' ^ GHx ^. 0.05):

- Rii-.Q2) taken to be equal to a parametrisation [29] compatible, at large Q- land
also at low j ; | . with RQCD'-

• inclusion of the charm threshold in the splitting functions ( P.u ) and in the Q-
^volution of as, directly computed from the RGE (see 2.2.6.):

• separate computation of the non-singlet Q2 evolution of the small s - <• component
of FP (very small effect).

As shown in figure 21 for the deuterium measurements, the data are well
described by the QCD fit. The main results can be summarised as follows.

On the experimental side, an offset of the relative normalisation between 1)0
and -JSiKJr-N' data sets of 2. \7i is preferred by the fit. This value is within the expected
normalisation uncertainties 1 of the order of 0 * standard deviation 1. Furthermore
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it i> already known rhat this preferred relative normalisation shift ih reduced • ro
about I ">'/ I when using the tinal version of the NMC data, the Q( 1D analysis of which
i- iMuroiuly under way.

On the phmiiriuvalagical side, this analysis has yielded the most precise
'yet preliminaryi determination of the sduon distribution obtained in DIS. This
uluim distribution is displayed in figure -_>2 with an error band correspondiim ro
total errors. A= a comparison, two previous determinations of this distribution
• muiihly ~'-aled to correspond to the same value of Q-. Q--, = 7Gç\'-|. the ones from
the sLAC- BCDMS analysis ( 2.3.2.) and from the CDHSW analysis I 2.3.5.). are also
-hown. The determination from the NMC data extends to much lower x and is
more precise. The chosen parametrisation for this gluon distribution is of the form
w,/j-i = .in -J-T1P(J) with P(j-) n two ior three) parameter function constructed
-ueh that it can only be different from unity for x < 0.10 (the fitted central value
tor the exponent ;, is s 9). This result on the a;luon distribution does not chance
much whether the value of a s is fixed in the tit (to t.g. the value obtained in the
sLAC - BCDMS analysis i or left free, provided the constraint from the momentum
-uni rule is kept.

Ir rloes nor chansie much, either, whether higher twist terms ( ^ee above i nre
included or not in the tit. while the quality of the fit I the \- value) is slightly im-
proved by the inclusion of Mich terms. The predicted x dependence of the
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0.01 0.1
x

Figure '.''J FIiH ^iuoii .lismbiition determined in the preliminary Q(1D analysis of

ilv WlC Fj 'lata. rom|>cired to previous determinations in DIS

violations, obtained with this gluon distribution, is in good agreement with the
nieasiired one. as -shown in figure '.':). The shaded area illustrates the large contribu-
tion from the "liions to the i positivei scaling violations at low ,r. i.e.. the sensitivity
of the F1 measurement to the gluon distribution. Another result from this analysis
concerns the measurement of the Gottfried sum that can be derived from the fitted
I'tfective ([nark distributions, j,,1 (Ft'(xi - F7(.c)Hx/.r = 1/3 (0.73 ± U. Oo = 0 03) . This re-
-ult is in agreement with a previous measurement of the Gottfried sum from t"! IF','
data [65i and its significant departure from the value 1/3 may be explained by a non
flavour symmetric sea I u ^ d . see 2.1.4.).

On the theoretical side, although these NMC F2 data are less precise for x >
" .i. they allow a significant determination of m through the constraint given by
the momentum sum rule I see 2.2.3.). The preliminary result, extrapolated to .U^
is .1,1.Uj) = 0.H7 ± 0.005 . where the error is experimental only (statistical -r
•jystematici. This result corresponds to a fit performed without any higher twist
terms. The inclusion of such terms (see above) shifts the central value to ~n 114 .

J. i.5. Q ( D jit.* on CDHSW J . F , data

The rF.i measurements of CDHSW cover roughly the same kinematical domain
"i < r < D iio and ~ o 3 < Q- < -JOU(JeV" i. In their finaltheir /••_, measurements U) Ul"i
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Kinurp 'J.i Tlie lou,antlmiir <Urivatives il In F_./il InQ- of the NMC hyilroiçun-t-
• !••iiteruim il.it.i versus r Fh.' upper ( Irmvn mrve rorrespoml to the Q(.'D pre<ln:uon
uith i without I the i-ontrihution from ajuons.

publication 241. the < DHSW collaboration has presented a QCD analysis of these
ine;i>urements of the purely non-singlet structure function J:F^. Different computer
[>n>!>ram> were used, that all leatl to -imilar results. The QfD tits were performed
'.Vi r h

- full NLO non-sins;let treatment:
- no correlations of any .systematic errors included in the tit:
- a non-sinalet parton distributions parametrisation ij^'^ir) I at Qc-i = 0(J^VM con-

rainins • only i 1 free parameters:
- no inciubion of higher twist terms but various Q- cuts tried (from 'J to :iO<^\'- \:
- rara,et mass corrections.

Oi course, any consideration about momentum sum rule. R{i.QJ) or P u is
irrelevant about the xF3 structure function. As already stated, the results of these
tits is that the data do not appear to show oood agreement with the pQCD predic-
tions. This is most obvious in figure -.»4 where the measured scaling violations of
xF, i i.e.. in practice the high Q2 averaged logarithmic slopes dlnifyillnQ2) are com-
pared to the predicted ones for different values of A^i ( i.e. of a, ). We recall that, as
Jlf'i i« purely non-singlet, these scaling violations are predicted in pQCD to depend
oniti on r,h over the whale i range. In figure LM. the measured Qn- slopes are dis-
played for two different >ets of Q- and u cuts. As the predicted Q- shapes depend on
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published) '-ompaivi] to QCD predictions.

0,5 0,6 0,7

H n Q - of the ( .DHSW data ins

kinematical cuts, this tissure should thus contain, instead of one. two sets of curves
.•(irrrspondina; to rhe different cuts: the difference betweeen the two sets of curves
aie iiowever likely to be small compared to the experimental errors. For x < u.'J.I .
rhe measured Q- slopes are clearly above the pQCD predictions which, in this low r
11'y.HHi. depend only weakly on r>s-. As the outer error bars shown here are supposed
u, i>e total errors, this difference may appear very significant. However, this visual
impression overestimates the significance of a possible discrepancy because the sys-
'cmatic iTrors on the measured slopes are greatly correlated along J-. AS stated m
rheir publication, the (.'DHSW collaboration " dofesj not consider these difference.»
U) hf significant because "systematic errors dominate and are strongly correlated
ht-twuen neighbouring points. " and they quote, as their as measurement, the result
iif fits performed over the whole .r range but for Q- > 10GeVJ and »'- > UOV'.
V^-= IUOt̂ MeV which corresponds to '>S(A/|) = 0.098 ± 0.010 (experimental errors
only i.

It seems, however, that in the region where the data agree well with the
pQCD predictions, i.e. at large x. a higher value of «s- is favoured. In any case, one
may wonder what would be the results of fits taking explicitly into account rhe
hiuh correlations in rhe dominant systematic errors that are invoked to explain the
differences beween the data and the pQCD predictions. It happens rhat such fits have
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' i mi re 1J") Hit- logarithmic .l.-nvatives .1 hi j-F.i/il InQ- of the CDHSW , Ut a result-

i i from an analysis r.ikuia into account the correlations in the dominant ^weinano

actually been performed i in 10S9l by a small subset of the CDHSW collaboration
62:. This "parallel" analysis allowed to show that the observed différences may
he e-sentially explained, for example, by systematic otfsets of 10 to 1 5 standard
deviation on the assumed total cross sections of both neutrinos and antineutrinos.
by no means excluded i even favoured I by later determination of the total cross
-ei-tions. When correlations of all dominant systematic errors I uncertainties on total
''ribs -écrions, calorimeter calibration, magnetic field calibration... i are taken into
account in the fit. one gets a good agreement between data and predictions within
:e-;- than 1 .") standard deviation of each systematic error, even for Q- cuts as low as
•j i Ir-V-. This is illustrated in figure 'Jo. It is interesting to remark that the offset on
rhe calorimeter calibration u>f about 1 standard deviation of its uncertainty) that
is preferred in these J-F3 tits, may also account (at least partly) for the differences
observed at low Q- between the CDHSW measurement of F3 and the reference fit in
figure v

The values of A^l obtained with such fits is much more stable against Q-
• or j-1 cuts than the ones obtained with the published procedure. These values are
constantly around MOMfV tor Q: > ">OVJ . Similar values are even obtained with
lower Q- cms. when simple hUher twist terms are included in the fits. More precisely.
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rh<" higher rwists considered in rhis parallel analysis are twist-l ternis i <ee 2.2.J.<
•.virh a tmi parameter paraïuerrisatiori of the J' dependence of the twist-1 coefficient,
i j = h x'lJ/(l - J i i-ee f<[. "JIi. This parallel analysis is much more coiivincina".
in niv view, than the published one. Its results can be -ummarised as follows.
The rF\ data of CDHSW are in apod agreement, over a wide kinematicai domain
<()- > "J(JHV-' and U'J > "J(J.A'Ji. with the pQCD predictions within less rhan I to I "i
standard deviations of their main systematic errors. They allow a determination
of i,. -rablo against kinematicai cuts, that corresponds to \^L = :ii)i) - lOuM.'V
m" 'i,i Wii = H 11Ô ~ u OOo' i.n, ro a I more precise i result, closer to other I)IS
determinations i see preceding sections I.

In the published analysis, nn interesting resvdt is derived from the J-FI data
:n the form of a measurement, for different values of u. of rhe Gra.i.i. Lltwrlbiv-
Svnt.h Mini isee 1.LJ1.). This sum is estimated at fixed values of u instead of Q-
hccaux- the J-F, measurements cover the whole accessible range of j- at any fixed
value of i' but not at fixed values of Q-. At high values of v. i.r. in the region with
!,.„., systematic problems, rhe measurement of this sum turns out to be compatible
with rlu1 predicted value I ~ 2.0 for A-ii ~ :JOU MeV - different from the one of cq. Jl
estimated at fixed value of Q2): it is below the prediction for lower v.

To end this section, one can add that attempts to determine the «luon dis-
tribution i and a,-1. through direct Q(.'D fits of the differential cross sections i instead
of Fj). were made in both the published and the parallel analyses. But these fits
were performed at LO only and have yielded rather imprecise results for the ailuoti
distribution isee e.ij. figure "J-Ji.

,'../.(J. QCD fi.U i>n ('('FR xF.i 'and F2) data

The recent and precise rF3 measurements of CCFR cover, as for (1DIISW.
rouahly the same kinematicai domain as their F2 measurements i 0 i)4."5 < J- < nui
and 1 v Q: < 4U0(JH\"J). The CCFR collaboration has recently presented results from
a qCD analysis of these xF3 measurements as well as from a prehrninaTij analysis
iif rhe Fj data '27!. The computer program used for rhe non-singlet fit of rhe j-f,
result-! included
- full \LO non-singlet treatment:
- no correlations of systematic errors included in the fit:
- a non-singlet parton distribution parametrisation <]xs{x) probably adequate:
- no inclusion of higher twist terms but Q- cuts applied (from •'> to IoGPV-i:
- target mass corrections.

The result of the fit is quite satisfactory. The data are globally well described
by the result of the fit. as shown in figure "J6 (for the fit corresponding to Q- >
"j ( Jf \-1 and the measured J dependence of the scaling violations is in good agreement
with the specific behaviour predicted by pQCD. as shown in figure "JT tor the fit
corresponding to Q- > i.ô(JeYJ. (For lower Q2 cuts, the measured Q- slopes are more
precise at low r but the agreement with the predicted slopes remains very good. I A
particular feature of the J- dependence of non-singlet Q- slopes predicted by pQ( D is
rhar rhere exist? an ±- value for which the predicted Q- slopes have the same value
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•>re ilso shown for x > U I

whatever the value of •»< [i.e.. do nor depend on m - <ee e.g. figure 1JlI. So. for
rhi:- particular x value i — i) I-Ji. there is a kind of "zero parameter' absolute Q(1D
prediction on the value of the Q2 slope i close to 0 ). This prediction is nicely verified
by rhe ('('FR xFi measurements while it was much less obvious for the CDHSW
ivsuits (figure LM). Although such a good agreement is observed between the CCFR
i la ta and the QCD predictions without takins into account any correlation in the
-y^tematic errors, it would be better, e.g. for the determination of as-, to include
-ueh correlations in the tits. The magnitude of the systematic errors, however, seems
ro he rather small ( significantly smaller than in the case of CDHSW ) so that one does
nor expect their correlations to have a large effect on the fitted quantities. In any
ca^e. the value of A ĵi obtained in these xF3 tits is rather stable, around 1*0 MeV. for
different Q2 cuts.

There is a way. however, to boost the precision of this o? measurement
through non-singlet fits. Indeed, one can take advantage of the fact that the struc-
rure functions xFi and F2 are expected to be identical if the sea quarks (and the
•iluons i can be neglected i.e.. in the large x region (see e..g. 1.1.2.. eq. 4 and •">). So. for
j- > j - . . , , . one can substitute the more precisely measured F: for rF:i in the non-singler
tits. After different trials for J-.,,, between U 4 and O.ii. the C(1FR collaboration ha>
cho-en to quote a* their result the AlIl value obtained for Q1 > 13OV- and with the
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F< substitution for x > u -1 because this is where their measured antiquark distribu-
tion becomes totally negligible and the F-. and JrF1 measurements totally compatible.
This value. A— = 'Jl.! x'2!X>faf I ~ Ui ay*.* i M^- corresponds to the predicted Q2 slopes
in tinure -7. The measured F. slopes are displayed in this fisure on top of the TF\
cint'̂  for j- > M I . This result. A^.= '.'i:; x 10 MeV . translates, according to the (TFR
collaboration 66]. to .1,1.Uj) = 'i 111 - 0 003 1 although in my view the 10 M.-V error
,•c>r<».poud> more to an I'rror on <>, of 0 iji»4 >• So. with an assumed theoretical error of
" 'int. the rinai result of ( CFR is <»StM|) = 0 111 x 0 005 . where the quoted «global
error corresponds to the total experimental error of 1) U03 combined in quadrature
with the theoretical error of 0 004 .
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Figure L'> Tlie logarithmic ilenvativps A In F-/A \nQ- of the (.'(."FR data rompareil

10 t tie QCD predictions from a singlet fit

The CCFR collaboration has also derived from their xFi data a measurement
<>f the Gross. Llewellyn-Smith sum (see 2.1.4.). Unlike in the CDHSVV analysis,
this sum was estimated, here, at a fixed value of Q-. Qj; = 3(JeV3. Fits of the In-
dependence of rfj were performed in each J.- bin to extract xFn(x.Q-n). The result-
ins; J- dependence of xF., at Qj- = :i<;eV'-' was then fitted with different functional
forms and the Gros». Lie. wellyn-Smith sum estimated from these fits. The result is
I ; Fiu-.Qriidjr = -1 IOiO o:>(.sfiif.i±o iWfjjsi.i while the theoretical prediction, at the same
Q- and corre^pondine; to \ ^ = J1 :î ± il) MeV is considered to be equal to -'.(5Ii ± 0 1)4.
So. rhe C(TR collaboration claims a measurement of the Gross. Llewellyn-Smith.
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Mira 1 ? standard deviation below the pQCD predicted value. In my view, however,
'he error on the predicted value 10 U-II is underestimated \Q';, is rather small !>.

Finally, preliminary >inalet QCD tits have also been performed on the F. data.
If appears that these data ran be well described by the i,Q( D predictions. This is
illustrated in figure -J? where a good agreement is observed between the measured
and predicted QJ dopes of Fj. However, these fits seem to be nen/ preliminary and no
'uiaiubiguous results concerning <i, or the gluon distribution are extracted. It seems
nevertheless already clear, in view of rhe impressive agreement between the CCFR
measurements of Fj and the result of the QCD fit performed on the SLAC - B( DMS Fj
data i-ee tiaure 11 >. that any Q(D tit on these CCFR F2 data will yield results wry
cio^e to those of the SLAC- BCDMS tit i see l.'i.i.).

J. y. 7. Summary of the. rnott .aynificant <»« me.asUTements in DIS

We have seen i J.-'i.J. i that the comprehensive QCD analysis of the SLAC and
I3( DMS meaurements of Fj on hydrogen and deuterium targets has yielded the result.

. 1 , 1 . W j i = n i l : ! - u u o : ) ( r x p ) ± U . U 0 4 ( ( / i f o i

The result of the I published) Q( D analysis of the F-< measurement on a carbon
target from bCDMS ( 2.'J..'i. I is rui.\/|) = 0.111 x 0.0Oi [up.) . However, if one applies
ro these carbon data the constraint on the BCDMS dominant systematic uncertainty
that allowed the later apearance of the precise reanalysed F2 data from SLAC. this
result becomes as-(.Wjf) = 0 113 = UOiMUxp.) . So. to avoid either to ignore this fact
or ro s;ive too much weight to it. I choose to quote, in this summary, an average for
rhe central value and to retain the largest experimental error i.e.

•p ) ± ° \thea.\

The preliminary result of the QCD analysis of the F? measurements on Ii«ht
raisers from NMC i 2J-4-) is »,-I.\/Ï) = 0 UT a: 0.00o(fxp.) . However, because these
data extend down to rather low Q2. one may worry about possible higher twist
<'rivets. When >uch effects are taken into account, with a magnitude extrapolated
from other measurements, the central value for a s is shifted down to ~ 0 Ul. So.
similarly to what I did for the previous result. I choose to quote here a ( rounded i
average of these two values with an experimental error enlarged to take into account
higher twist uncertainties (of the order of 0.003).

= U.lid ± 0.006(exp.) ± (thto.

The result of the published QCD analysis of the ^F3 measurements from
« DHSW is <i s( .Wj ) = 0 098 ± 0 010 [up.) but the result I choose to quote here comes
from another analysis that I consider definitely more convincing than the published
i me i see J..'/. 5. i

-» , | .Wj ) = 0 11") 3: 0 [the
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Finally, the result of the QCD analysis of rhe J F J measurements from ('CFR
is probably not roo much .-ensitive ro higher rwists because of rhe Q- and U-' cuts
applied in the analysis. It is

. 1 , 1 . U ] ) = 0 . 1 1 1 i 0 OMUrXp.i x O.OOAItht»)

Making a weighted average of all these results with the experimental errors
Diily one gets .«,i.Uii = 0 112H ± 0.001S|f=rp.i . So. assuming a common theoretical
i-rror of oo040. our final i slightly rounded) estimate for rhe >.. measurement from

>slM|) = 0.1125 ± 0 0045

This value is in good agreement with the result «s-t.Wjf i = 011H",™ comina
from the global QCD analysis, performed mainly on structure function data, that we
already mentioned Ï45J. Furthermore, the small difference between these two global
results can even be explained by the different assumptions land approximations i
u.-ed in both cases. This result from DIS is also in agreement with rhe as determi-
nations from the LEP experiments mainly based on event topologies and - decay-.:
from values quoted in [671. one finds r*s-(.U|) = 0 122 ± 0 006 . i A few people wonder
however why LEP results are systematically higher than DIS ones. I For a review of
measurements of <i< as well as an other view on the estimation of the errors. ~ee
'681.

3. Future of structure function measurements

3.1. Fixed target approved program

There are rather few approved DIS fixed target expérimenta that will provide
new data.

In muon scattering, although the data faking of the NMC experiment sit
CERX was completed in 19S9. more results will come from this experiment because
only part of its data have been fully analysed up to now. These forthcoming result*
concern data recorded at several different beam energies ion hydrogen and deu-
terium targets) so that, on top of an extension of the measured kinematical range,
measurements of the ratio fl(x.Q-) are expected. The only other approved exper-
iments are the one of the SMC collaboration which will specifically measure spin
-rructure functions at CERN and the one from the Efifi.j collaboration at Fermilab
who has chosen to concentrate on hadronic and nuclear studies.

In neutrino scattering, besides the result from the final QCD analysis of rhe
('('FR F_. measurements that is not yet available, the only new data for some rime
will come from an extension of the CCFR experiment recently approved, but which
aims essentially at precise electroweak tests.

In electron scattering, the SLAC - EUO experiment was approved for an ex-
rended running in 1991: rhe main goal is to improve the measurement of R.
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3.2. HERA

Indisputably, the main experimental effort in DIS will be pursued in the
t'i>rrhcoming years at the his electron-proton collider HERA in which the very first
deep inelastic interactions have been obtained at the time of this conference.

HERA is a collider of :i()(^V electrons against K20GeV protons where two bio
• •xperiments . H1 and ZELS » are currently starting to take data rhat will eventually
include DlS interactions at Q- values up to 40000 <;<A'J ( «ee [2]). For QCD studies, «me
ut the main interests of this collider is that, at such high values of Q-. one can be
• •"undent rhat all non-perturbative effects are totally negligible. More generally, the
high center of mass energy may also allow the discovery of new phenomena like the
"leproquarks" or a quark substructure. On the other hand, at these high Q-. rhe
cross sections are rather small and. as collider luminosities are limited compared ro
fixed target ones, the structure function measurements will be limited by statistical
i-rrors in part of the accessible kinematic range. This is illustrated in figure 'JO.
in which is -.hown a simulation of the expected HERA F-> measurements after typi-
cally two years of running at rhe maximum energy with 1007c data-taking efficiency
luminosity of JOOpb~' i. This prediction is based on a QCD-inspired phenomeno-

!ostical parametrisation of F-,{x.Q-) which is also represented in the figure together
with the SLAl'. BCDMS and NMC hydrogen data on which it has been fitted. For
rhe HERA simulated measurement, the errors shown are purely statistical and the
kinematic range corresponds to rhe region where F3 is extracted from the sole mea-
surement of the scattered electron with systematic errors expected to remain below
!'i'{ i 0 1 < v < D1J). This range can be extended (to lower Q- values) by using also
rhi' measurement of the hadronic shower. It is nevertheless clear from figure J'i
rhar. although F: measurements at HERA will reach amazingly low * values I ~ LO"11.
'hey will only be precise ar low x i-ay for x < 0 20). In this region. QCD studies
are complicated because rhe Q- dependence of F-, results from an interplay of many
tearures: .is-, rhe R structure function I which can be rather large), the gluon distri-
bution i which is essentially unknown at very low x). the radiative corrections I that
• •an be ;is large as l00(/{ I Moreover, at very low .r values U- <~UUUII. the validity
• it' perrurbative QCD is questionable. On the other hand, within pQCD. specific low
; asymptotic behaviours are predicted [69] that will be most interesting to check.
Actually, the sensitivity to all these effects proves that this region is very rich and
;i.-> it is. for x < 0.005. an uncharted domain, the HERA data will be of the greatest
interest isee also [2. 3]). (For a connection to present fixed target data, it would be
worthwhile operating HERA at a reduced center of mass energy. )

3.3. Desirable extensions

Complementary to HERA, it would also be extremely valuable to use the high
''iieray muon or neutrino beams, like the ones existing at (1ERN and at Fermilab or
rhe even more energetic ones that may exist one day. e.g. at LHC. to measure the
nucléon structure functions in the .r range from ~ 0.003 to 1 and at Q- values up ro
~ Timc-V-' (or ~ 4000(JeV- in rhe case of LHC) wirh new fixed target experiments.
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1 10 10' 10 10 Q2CGeV2)
Figure J1J Simulated HERA measurements together with SLAC. BCDMS iiml

NMC hydrogen data. The x bins correspond to values of 0003. .0005. U008. .UOl-V

003. 005. UOS. U I J . 03. Uo. 07. 10. .14. 18. J2Ô. .2T-V 35. .45. -VV U5. 75

For J- < 0.00") many HERA data points ,ire above the figure limit.
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•specially designed to luwer the systematic uncertainties by one order of magnitude
compared to the accuracy of present data. Different projects exist. A new s;enern-
rion neutrino experiment at Fermilab [7QJ could take advantage of the bis, increase
in neutrino beam intensity due to the main injector improvement. Actually a first
phase of -uch an experiment (based on the CCFR detector I has been already np-
proved, bur essentially for electroweak tests. A new uiuon experiment ba.sed on ;i
superconducting air-core toroidal magnet [71] could use any existing or future muon
beam to measure structure functions over a wide kinematic range with systematic
iirors reducpcl by typically a factor 10 compared to present measurements.

On top of possible improvements of QCD tests, a new high statistics neutrino
<'>:periment using hydrogen and deuterium targets would have a specific interest con-
cerning the extraction of the separate distributions of quarks of different flavours
in free or «masi-free nucléons. These important distributions are at the moment
rather badly known and the flavour separation can only be obtained through neu-
trino scattering. At present the total statistics (summed over all the experiments i
i if recorded events corresponding to neutrino interactions on light targets is vpry
Iiiw i below IDO Keventsi.

For Q(D studies, the high accuracy needed gives an advantage to union
scattering because of the higher statistics of events it allows to gather. Among
union experiments, the principal advantages of an air-core toroid compared to other
DIS experiments concern the luminosity (it can use targets more than :!0m long),
the crucial Irish Q'- acceptance (for example, its acceptance remains flat along Q-
up to ^Ti)O(JiA'-' in the Fermilab muon beami and the even more crucial control of
~y*tematies i ̂ e "7I]I.

Figure .(U gives an idea of the potentialities of such an experiment, by dis-
playing a simulation of the F2 measurements that it can provide in one year of
ninnina with a hydrogen target. Compared to the expected HERA data, the cov-
ered kinematic range is complementary in x and roughly comparable in Q- if one
restricts the HERA range to where the bulk of the statistics is ( x < U.KJ I. The already
impressive accuracy of the data over the whole x range can even be improved if one
•lses a denser target like carbon and. evea in this case which corresponds to a lmae
statistical power, the apparatus is designed to keep the systematic errors at flu»
level of the statistical ones.

In summary, by complementing the HERA data, such an experiment would
extend i for ~-:!7( of the HERA cost) the very accurate measurement of the nucléon
structure functions to an extremely wide kinematic range 11 from 0 DUOl to 1 and
Q- up to IUOO-OOOUGeV'2 ). This could provide an unmatched opportunity of detailed
studies of QCD.
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A HERA

• Air Tor.

Hydrogen

1 10 10' 10 1 0 Q2 (GcV2)

Fnure .10 Simulated measurements from HERA and from a possible new fixed

tarnei experiment lait-i'orp ioroul) m [lie fVrmilab muon beam. The j - bins are the

~anie as m ill* preMons figure
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4. Conclusions

The experimental situation concerning structure function measurements is
Hiiw clear. The discrepancies rhat used to exist betwen results of different exper-
iments, mostly EMC and BCDMS. have been traced back to specific experimental
iu-i)t)lems with 'he former. All the other precise measurements of structure func-
fion. chronoloiticnlly the ones from SLAC. BCDMS. NMC and CCFR. obtained with
various lt'pton beams !electrons, muons, neutrinos) on various targets i hydrogen,
deuterium, iron, carboni. are in very good agreement isee e.g. figure r_> !)

This consistent set of precise structure function measurements corresponds
'o a large kinematical domain U) 008 < J- < 0 So . O.ô < Q- < :iôO(îfVJ ) and allows

— an improved determination of the various parton distributions i the numerous
obsolete parametrisations. fitted on uncorrect and/or less precise data, should
no longer be used).

— stringent quantitative tests of the validity of perturbative QCD. free of any
uncertainty from the hadronisaiion processes.

— Mime of the most precise determinations of the strong interaction coupling con-
stant, typically ns-(.Uj) = U. UU ±0.005 . in agreement with other determinations
obtained at LEP from completely different processes (jet topologies. Z" width.
- decays I. In fact, the experimental accuracy of DIS experiments has reached
such a level that the errors on the m determinations in DIS are now dominated
by theoretical uncertainties. The computation of the NNLO corrections to the
splitting functions would be welcome.

In connection to those points. I think that the description of the. scalivi/
ruilntions of structure functions is one of the most wonderful successes of QCD.

With the start of HERA that opens an exciting new domain at very low r
and high QJ where, on top of many interesting measurements of expected phenom-
ena, -urprises may happen, and with I maybe) a new generation of fixed target
''xperiement? rhat could boost the measurement accuracy by one order of maani-
rude over a wide kinematical range, the future of deep inelastic scattering may be
as rich as its aiorious past.
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